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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Surface Instability Problem 

In highly stressed rock, surface instability may occur in an area adjacent to a free 

surface or opening. Localized damage (fracture) usually appears parallel to the free face, 

and rock spalling into pieces results from connected microcracks. In deep underground 

excavations, a rock burst phenomenon, which is violent rock failure adjacent to an 

excavation due to spalling and splitting the rock into parallel slabs, has been attributed to 

this type of failure (Ortlepp 1983). In the petroleum industry, breakouts surrounding 

highly stressed boreholes are related to surface spalling as well. Such phenomenon of 

fracture (localized damage) adjacent to an exposed face, subject to zero or low-level 

traction, is characterized as a surface instability problem. It is challenging for engineers 

to determine material parameters, which form the basis of a constitutive law, to predict 

the conditions for spalling to occur. 

On the laboratory scale, the failure mechanism under uniaxial compression has been 

studied throughout the post-peak phase with the development of closed-loop (stiff) load 

frames. In a uniaxial compression test with end constraint eliminated, it has been 

observed that localized damage (fracture) forms parallel to the maximum loading 

direction (Figure 1.1), producing failure in axial splitting (c.f. Wawersik and Fairhurst 

1970; Hudson et al. 1971; Peng and Johnson 1972). From the works of Föppl, Vicat, and 
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Mohr performing uniaxial compression tests on rock-like materials (Vardoulakis et al. 

1998), the importance of platen lubrication has been addressed to reduce end constraint. 

Labuz and Bridell (1993) demonstrated the significant effect on the strength and failure 

mode due to this extra confinement and recommended a stearic-acid based lubricant 

similar to Föppl’s “strearin.” 

 

                  

 

Figure 1.1: Failure due to axial splitting in uniaxial compression test of (a) Tennessee 

marble (Wawersik and Fairhurst 1970), and (b) Berea sandstone, (c) Red Wildmoor 

sandstone, (d) Dionysos-Pentelikon marble (Vardoulakis et al. 1998). 
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In theory, axial splitting is not kinematically compatible with the imposed 

boundaries of rigid end platens displaced vertically, while particles in the material must 

be pushed horizontally. Thus, wedges have been considered in the failure mechanism of 

limit analysis, and these wedges were attributed to the effect of end friction (Drescher 

and Vardoulakis 1982). Indeed, experiments sometimes show that the failure mode in 

uniaxial compression when the specimen boundaries are not lubricated is of a shear-type, 

accompanied by two cone-shaped end zones joined by a vertical fracture. End friction 

acts as a radial confinement to the specimen. Therefore, shear failure can ultimately occur 

in the core because of triaxial stress (Wawersik and Fairhurst 1970). Nevertheless, it was 

clearly recorded in Wawersik and Fairhurst’s work that softening behavior was highly 

correlated to the cracks oriented parallel to the applied stress, observed in the optical 

diffraction clouds of specimen’s sections. After passing peak load, local fractures were 

predominantly along the loading direction. Then the shear type of fault propagated due to 

a load transfer. Figure 1.2 illustrates the consecutive failure evolution observed, where 

the first stage (Figure 1.2a) was already in post-peak phase, where approximately 60% of 

peak strength remained. 

1.2 Background 

The failure mechanism and processes of surface instability have been studied for 

several decades from the axial splitting phenomenon, typically in uniaxial compression 

(UC) tests. Different kinematically admissible solutions have been proposed to explain 

the macroscale outcome of many UC tests with fractures parallel to the direction of  axial 

compression. As documented in Wawersik and Fairhurst’s work (1970), microcracks 
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were observed before the peak stress was reached, implying a different microscopic 

mechanism creating or extending flaws, and the final failure mode was the result of 

structural failure. 

 

 

            (a)                   (b)                  (c)                (d) 

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of fracture evolution in unconfined compression test 

on Charcoal Gray granite. (Wawersik and Fairhurst 1970). 

 

1.2.1 Micromechanical Observations 

Rock-like materials are naturally formed composite materials with various types of 

crystalline minerals and matrix. Interfaces between dissimilar constituents, voids, and 

grain boundaries, are flaws that results in microscopic inhomogeneity. These flaws serve 

as stress concentrators as the material is stressed, and new damage (microcracking) leads 

to brittle failure. Griffith (1921, 1924) first introduced the notion that a material 

containing sharp flaws, the “Griffith cracks”, would exhibit lower strength due to the 

initiation of fracture. Following this concept, researchers have attempted to induce crack 
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growth under different loading conditions, in which a two-dimensional state of stress was 

a common approach due to the simplicity of setup. 

Brace and Bombolakis (1963) tested thin photoelastic material under uniaxial 

compression with elliptical slits (isolated or array), representing Griffith cracks, 

orientated at 30° to the direction of maximum compression. It was shown that cracks 

extended from the tips of original flaws, forming “branch fractures” instead of 

propagation in the direction of the existing flaws. The branch fractures curved away from 

the flaw tips then became parallel to maximum compression. Hoek and Bieniawski (1965) 

used a biaxial loading device to test glass plates with a single Griffith crack, with similar 

results of the crack propagating along a curved path until it became parallel to the major 

compressive stress. In uniaxial compression test of quartzite, a stepped fracture path was 

reported.  

Nemat-Nasser and Horii (1982) studied the compression induced nonplanar crack 

extention (wing cracks) using a polymer resin. With a number of randomly oriented 

cracks of the same size, the failure pattern showed that tension cracks initiated at tips of 

several pre-existing cracks, and extension occurred in the direction of maximum 

compressive stress. The linkage of cracks close to the free boundaries resulted in axial 

splitting. Horii and Nemat-Nasser (1985, 1986) extended the research by using multiple 

sizes of flaws to study splitting and faulting (shear failure). Under uniaxial loading, it was 

reported that the coalescence of cracks leads to axial splitting, even with a large array of 

preferential flaws spanning the specimen to promote faulting. With the existence of 

confinement, crack growth was observed but the extension ceased after a certain length 

due to confinement. Smaller flaws then started to nucleate, leading to shear faulting. Thus, 
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the Griffith theory provides a premise that axial splitting starts from the nucleation of 

flaws, which may be an essential feature to all investigations of brittle failure. 

1.2.2 Continuum Damage Mechanics 

Rock-like materials contain inherent microscopic cracks and/or voids, which may 

nucleate and propagate upon loading. The development of additional microcracks in the 

material is termed as “damage,” which results in material degradation reflected on 

macroscopic quantities such as strength and stiffness. Damage can also cause anisotropy 

due to microcracks nucleating in a preferential orientation. Nonlinear stress-strain 

behavior is also indicative of damage. At low levels of damage, the stress-strain response 

may reveal strain hardening, where the stress increases with strain but at a decreasing rate. 

At high levels of damage, the stress will start dropping upon reaching a limiting value, 

and this is known as strain softening. Strain softening is usually accompanied by 

localized damage, in the form of shear banding or axial splitting. 

Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) is an approach to model the behavior of 

brittle materials by treating the rock as a continuum. In general, CDM has three basic 

elements: (i) a definition of damage to represent the state of microcracks or microvoids; 

(ii) an evolution law for the damage; and (iii) a constitutive equation relating the damage 

variable to macroscopic stress or strain. For materials with microdefects in point 

(vacancy in crystals) or volume (pore), damage models can also be constructed by 

choosing appropriate damage variables, such as porosity for volume defects. Simple 

damage models assume that no irreversible or permanent strains remain upon unloading, 

and microcracks are fully closed. On the other hand, plasticity theory predicts permanent 
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strains, and unloading is parallel to the initial elastic loading. Ortiz (1985) commented 

that the behavior of brittle materials is between damage and plasticity theory. In addition, 

for brittle materials, it is commonly assumed that the matrix material is linear elastic, 

while the non-linear and non-recoverable behavior is attributed to the growth of damage 

(Costin 1989). 

Specimens tested in uniaxial compression are characterized by a series of fractures 

propagating in the post-peak phase, showing no signs of a single localized shear zone. 

Therefore, a continuum description can be convenient to model the observed post-peak 

response of a fragmented specimen in uniaxial compression (Shah 1994; Vardoulakis et 

al. 1998; Vardoulakis and Papamichos 2000). Vardoulakis et al. (1998) proposed an 

intriguing concept of stress diffusion for the uniaxial compression test. The softening 

behavior in post-peak stage is caused by numerous random shear and tensile microcracks 

(damage) being created, which could diffuse from the free surface to the interior of the 

specimen. Using this continuum theory of strain-assisted damage diffusion, the 

anisotropic damage observed in a surface instability apparatus was modeled with CDM 

(Vardoulakis and Papamichos 2000). Stress distribution varying with distances to the free 

boundary can be estimated through a diffusive process. The observed strength softening 

phenomenon evolves inwards, governed by a stress diffusion theory. However, physical 

evidence of microcrack or damage development pertaining to the diffusive characteristics 

of the model was lacking. 
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1.2.3 Measurement of Damage 

Depending on the selection of the damage variable, the direct measurement of 

damage is difficult, especially when consecutive evaluation is required. Traditionally, 

damage is indirectly estimated from the stiffness degradation of the material, since  

continuous measurements of stress and strain are usually available.  Scanning electron 

microscopy was used to measure a damage parameter for specimens loaded to various 

percentages of peak stress (Tapponier and Brace 1976). However, this method cannot be 

used to measure damage in the same specimen at different loading stages.  

Nondestructive techniques such as ultrasonic probing and acoustic emission (AE) 

have potential for continuous monitoring of a specimen during an experiment. An 

ultrasonic method such as tomography, using multiple sources and receivers, has been 

used to retrieve the velocity field over the whole specimen (Jansen et al. 1993). 

Takemura and Oda (2005) recovered the second order crack tensor by examining the 

center portion of triaxial specimens loaded to different stress levels, but the same 

specimen cannot be tested again at different stress level since a polyhedron sample 

needed to be machined from the triaxial specimen. Shah and Labuz (1995) applied 

quantitative AE to evaluate a damage parameter. However, the estimated crack density 

was very low compare to values reported by other researchers. This is possibly caused by 

insufficient number of located AE events and the AE system being inherently insensitive 

to tensile microcracks, which usually carry lower energy. 
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1.3 Scope and Organization 

The research presented in this dissertation is associated with reproducing the surface 

instability phenomenon in laboratory tests and observing the failure process. The 

following are specific objectives: 

 Modify the surface instability device in order to achieve more accurate 

measurements. Details of the device, specimen preparation, instrumentation, and 

specimen response are presented in Chapter 2. 

 Apply the acoustic emission technique to monitor the occurrence of microcracks. 

System configuration, fundamental algorithms, results from cluster analysis with 

fractal dimension and hierarchical clustering are discussed in Chapter 3.   

 Apply digital image correlation (DIC) to study the in-plane displacement and 

strain fields in the surface instability tests. DIC is a modern technique of pattern 

matching that computes displacement field between the reference and current 

images taken from a solid surface before and after deformation. Background, 

algorithms for pattern matching, optical system setup, modification of SIA, and 

testing results are presented in Chapter 4.  

 Investigate a damage model based on the concept of CDM with evolving damage. 

The strain information computed from DIC is used to bridge the damage variable 

with a physical measurement. Model adjustments, performance, and results are 

presented in Chapter 5. 

Final remarks and future works are included in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2  

Surface Instability Test 

2.1 Introduction 

The state of stress in the vicinity of an underground opening often can be 

approximated by the plane state of strain (Figure 2.1). The major (tensile stress positive) 

stress 1 is normal to the wall of the opening (radial direction of opening), with the 

maximum compressive stress 3 in tangential direction and the intermediate stress 2 

along the axis of the opening. When studying the surface instability problem, the 

condition of zero support pressure within the opening or traction acting on the wall (1 = 

0) is often relevant. In laboratory tests, the uniaxial compression test with lubricated ends 

produces a surface instability phenomenon (1 = 2 = 0). However, due to the cylindrical 

shape of specimen and the lack of control of the fracture direction, it is generally difficult 

to monitor damage development.  

Surface instabilities correspond to surface-parallel spalls, while volume instabilities 

are associated with the formation of a shear band. The surface instability apparatus (SIA) 

was designed for simulating two-dimensional spalling behavior under plane-strain 

conditions (Vardoulakis et al. 1991). The design of this device was inspired by the 

wedge-test apparatus used by Schäpermeier (1979) to perform rockbursting tests on coal. 

The SIA restricts the specimen to deform and fail in a planer manner by wedging the 
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right-orthogonal prismatic specimen between two rigid side walls while promoting a 

surface instability condition at a free face. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic surface instability phenomenon. 

 

2.2 Surface Instability Apparatus 

2.2.1 Design and Instrumentation 

The SIA simulates a semi-infinite medium (x-direction) being compressed axially  

(y-direction) under plane-strain conditions (z-direction), as shown in Figure 2.2a. A more 

detailed plan can be found in Papamichos et al. 1994. A long prismatic specimen is 

placed on a rigid lower platen, between a pair of rigid vertical side walls, in contact with 

a rigid vertical rear wall, while the axial load is applied vertically by displacing 

(kinematic boundary condition) a rigid upper platen  (Figure 2.2b). The intermediate 

stress is then generated passively due to the Poisson’s effect of the specimen, by bolting 

front, rear and two side walls together. The front wall does not contact the specimen and 
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guarantees a traction free, exposed face, while the rear wall ensures that the lateral 

deformation and spalling at the front. An open window is machined in the front wall 

(Figure 2.3), providing space for lateral displacement measurements and mounting of 

acoustic emission (AE) transducers (Chapter 3). The SIA is made of mild steel and the 

five walls (top, bottom, rear, and two side walls) contacting the specimen are lined with a 

hardened Rockwell C55 polished steel platens (12.7 mm thick) to reduce abrasion and 

friction. 

The SIA is placed within either a 1 MN or a 3 MN four-column load frame (both 

manufactured by MTS Systems Corporation), depending on the rock type and load 

required to fail the specimen. The 1 MN load cell is a traditional strain gage cell with 

sensitivity of 0.1 kN/mV. The 3 MN load cell is a differential-pressure (DP) type that 

measures the force by multiplying the pressure difference between two hydraulic 

chambers by the area of the piston. Therefore, a DP cell inherently has a linearity of 

0.25%, inferior to a strain gage load cell, typically 0.05%. Axial and lateral displacements 

are measured by linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). The actuator mounted 

LVDT measures the axial displacement (stroke) that includes the displacement of the 

apparatus’ parts and load frame along the loading axis. Correction of apparatus 

deformation is performed for each test. The lateral displacement of the specimen is 

measured by one RDP GT-1000 spring loaded LVDT with a linear range of ± 1 mm, 

linearity of 0.15 %, and sensitivity of 155 mV/V/mm (5 VAC excitation voltage). 
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Figure 2.2: (a) Principal stress directions and coordinate system.  Shaded block 

represents the prismatic specimen. (b) Sketch of apparatus with instrumentation.  

 

(a) 

(b) 
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The SIA has eight (8) pre-drilled holes in the sidewalls, four on each side, for 

installing pin-type, piezoelectric AE transducers that couples to the specimen’s surfaces.  

Extra AE transducers can be mounted on the free face as well. AE activities generated 

upon loading the specimen are monitored by these piezoelectric transducers 

communicating with a high speed data recorder. Details of the AE system are presented 

in Chapter 3. Note that the SIA was originally designed for testing rock with a uniaxial 

compressive strength < 50 MPa and Young’s modulus < 20 GPa. If use of stronger rock 

types is desired, the stiffness of the specimen (relative to the apparatus) should be 

reduced. This can be achieved by decreasing the length of the specimen since the width 

and height cannot be changed significantly. Appropriate spacers, however, need to be 

attached to the rear wall to ensure not only the full contact with the rear face, but also no 

eccentric loading on the specimen. 
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the Surface Instability Apparatus. 

  

2.2.2 Specimen Preparation and Tested Rock 

A precisely machined, right orthogonal prismatic rock specimen sized at 110 mm × 

90 mm × 80 mm (length × height × width) is crucial for surface instability tests to 

achieve plane-strain and uniform loading conditions. Every face of the specimen was 

machined parallel to the opposite face and orthogonal to the adjacent ones. The 

parallelism of faces should be within ± 10 µm, checked on a surface table with a dial 

gauge. The accuracy on specimen dimensions has a larger tolerance. SIA has a tolerance 

of ± 0.5 mm on the width of specimen due to the angled wedge mechanism used to hold 

the specimen, while the tolerance on height and length of the specimen is ± 1 mm.  

sidewallspecimen 

wedge 

LVDT 
holder 

Hardened 
steel platen 
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Three types of rock have been tested with SIA: Äspö diorite, Serena sandstone, and 

Berea sandstone. The diorite rock, sampled from Äspö area in Sweden, is a median-

grained, grey to reddish-gray rock. Its composition does not correspond to a true diorite, 

but ranges from granite to granodiorite to quartz mozonite (Olsson et al. 2004). It is 

generally porphyritic (one or more groups of crystal has significant larger grain sizes than 

other groups), with K-feldspar megacrysts (crystals considerably larger than the 

surrounding matrix). The tested Diorite has the following properties: Young’s modulus   

E = 60 – 76 GPa, Poisson’s ratio  = 0.25, density  = 2730 kg/m3, tensile strength t = 

14.3 MPa, and unconfined compressive strength UCS = 130 – 210 MPa (Olsson et al. 

2004). The P-wave velocity was measured on an ultrasonic bench with wave speed pc = 

2280 m/s. Due to its high compressive strength and modulus, a smaller size specimen was 

adopted.  

The Serena sandstone, obtained from Italy, was a popular stone in the Renaissance. It 

is grayish, fine-grained stone with average grain size of 0.1 mm, categorized as a 

feldspathic greywacke with a large amount of clay matrix and low calcite content.  

Mineral compositions are quartz (32%), alkaline feldspar (7%), calcite (13%), 

plagioclases (13%), dolomite (7%), phyllosilicates and other minerals (28%) (Biolzi et al. 

2011). The composition The properties are Young’s modulus E = 28 GPa, density  = 

2650 kg/m3, UCS = 100 – 120 MPa, P-wave velocity pc = 3600 m/s (Biolzi et al. 2011).  

The Berea sandstone, obtained from Ohio, USA, has no visible macroscopic 

fractures and shows thin bedding. The rock is light gray, medium to fine grained with 

uniformly distributed grain size of 0.1 to 0.8 mm, and a median size of 0.2 mm. Nara et 
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al. (2011) reported that silica (SiO2) is the main chemical composition in Berea sandstone 

accounting for more than 90% in weight. The major mineral constituents are 78% quartz 

and 16% feldspar (Krech et al. 1974). The tested Berea sandstone has the properties as 

follows: Young's modulus E = 10 – 14 GPa, Poisson's ratio  = 0.25 – 0.30, density  =  

2450 kg/m3, porosity n = 20 – 22%, tensile strength t = 3.4 – 3.6 MPa, and UCS = 28 – 

32 MPa. The P-wave velocity was measured on an ultrasonic bench, with wave speed 

pc = 2280 – 2320 m/s perpendicular to bedding, and 2410 – 2470 m/s parallel to bedding. 

This batch of Berea sandstone is slightly anisotropic (less than 10%), which means that 

the ray direction of the P-wave can still be approximated by the wave front normal 

(Backus 1970). 

2.3 Testing Procedure 

To achieve a uniform strain distribution in the material, frictional constraint 

developed at the interface between the material and loading platens should be minimized. 

Different types of lubricants were studied comprehensively by Bridell (1991) using a 

double direct shear device. Friction coefficients of different types of lubricant are 0.07− 

0.08 for graphite, 0.12 for molybdenum disulfide, 0.05 for two sheets of 50 micrometer 

thick Teflon. Stearic acid consistently showed the lowest friction coefficient of 0.02, 

which was further proven in uniaxial compression tests (Labuz and Bridell 1993) as an 

excellent choice of lubricant. 

Stearic acid, CH3(CH2)16CO2H, is a white solid with soapy texture at room 

temperature, and is typically available in course grains. It was mixed with non-polar 

vaseline at 1:1 weight ratio for easy application, by melting equal parts of stearic acid and 
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vaseline together to 70°C then quenching the container in cold water. The mixture forms 

a white greasy solid at room temperature with very light yellow hue. All surfaces of the 

machined specimen, except the front face, were coated with the stearic acid mixture. The 

lubricant acts as not only a friction reducer but also an acoustic coupler for an AE 

transducer and the specimen’s side surfaces. 

The lower loading platen of the SIA was centered on a steel base plate screwed on 

the actuator of load frame with a 9.5 mm (0.375 in.) pin. Then the lubricated specimen 

was placed on the lower loading platen of the SIA. The rear, front, and two side walls 

were brought together and hand-tighten with ten bolts, and then torqued to 200 N-m (150 

lb-ft) with a torque wrench in a cross pattern. Care should be taken when applying torque 

on the bolts since the apparatus might be lifted. The angled wedge is then slid into the 

designated slot that has a matching wedge attached to one side wall. To ensure a tight fit 

of the specimen, a rubber mallet can be used to gently tap down the angle wedge. The 

upper loading platen was then placed on top of the specimen. Note that the upper platen 

has been modified from its original design and is not attached to the crosshead of the load 

frame. 

One lateral LVDT was secured in place with a LVDT holder mounted on the front 

wall of the SIA, and the LVDT was adjusted to approximately contact the centroid of the 

specimen’s front face. It is optional to attach a brass tab (15 mm diameter) with epoxy at 

the center of front face to provide an “average” displacement for the LVDT. However, 

the brass tab is not recommended for soft and porous rocks because the tab might detach 

from the rock surface due to excessive deformation. 
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A load-unload cycle is recommended to condition the specimen and loading platens 

before each test. Excess lubricant could be squeezed out, and a uniformly thin film is 

shaped. The conditioning cycle was performed with a constant loading rate of 2 kN/s up 

to 100 kN (12 MPa), and then unloaded to the seating load around 1 kN. A large 

hysteresis on the load-displacement record is shown in this cycle, which is associated 

with the initial compression of the lubricant. Such hysteresis loop was not observed in the 

second or third loading cycle. 

The surface instability tests were controlled by a closed-loop system (MTS 

Flextest60 controller) with in-house written procedures programmed in MTS Series 793 

control software. Multiple signals/measurement can be opted as feedback signals in 

sequence to control the test, with seamless dynamic mode switch. In the surface 

instability testing procedures, two steps of control were used: (i) the specimen was loaded 

up to approximately 30% of the UCS using load control with a loading rate of 2 kN/s; (ii) 

a dynamic mode switch to lateral LVDT control of 0.5×10-3 mm/s until the specimen fails 

or the system lost control due to abrupt failure. The lateral displacement corresponds to 

the monotonically increasing parameter associated with a surface instability phenomenon 

and is the optimal control of the spalling failure process. However, using the lateral 

LVDT control to start the test is not recommended. Initial readings of lateral 

displacement usually carried system adjustments (rigid body motion) under early loading, 

due to minor unevenness or imprecision in the right orthogonal specimen. Such 

adjustments under low stress sometimes caused the LVDT to displace in the opposite 

direction. Therefore, a two-step control procedure is required. 
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An acoustic emission (AE) monitoring system and digital image correlation (DIC) 

technique are operated in conjunction with surface instability tests, summarized in Table 

2.1. Details of AE and DIC techniques are described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

respectively. 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of successful surface instability tests. 

Test number Rock type AE DIC Note 

SIDR01[1] 
SIDR03[1] 

SIDR04[1] 

 

Äspö diorite v 
v 
v 

- 
- 

 

 

SISS05[2] 
SISS06[2] 
SISS08[2] 

Serena sandstone - 
- 
- 

v 
v 
v 
 

virgin material 
600°C heated 
virgin material 
 

SIBS03[1] 
SIBS04 
SIBS10 
SIBS11 
SIBS12 
SIBS14 

Berea sandstone - 
- 
v 
v 
v 
v 
 

- 
- 
v 
v 
v 

v* 
 

BS03 and BS04 specimens are prepared 
from different batch of Berea sandstone. 
 
 
 
* Image captured on front face (x=110mm) 

[1] reduced specimen size: 60 mm (L) × 80 mm (W) × 90 mm (H) 
[2] tested in 3 MN load frame 

 

2.4 Data Evaluation  

Primary data from the surface instability test were recorded by the MTS controller at 

a frequency of 1 Hz, including axial (compressive) force F measured by the load cell, 

axial displacement (stroke) ua measured by the actuator mounted LVDT, lateral 

displacement ul . The axial displacement contains displacement of the loading machine 

um, including the SIA, loading platens, and all the parts in the axial loading axis. The 
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machine displacement contributes to a significant part of the axial displacement ua, and is 

a function of the F (Figure 2.4). The correction was determined using information from 

DIC, described in Chapter 4. 

The results in the form of axial stress, corrected axial strain, lateral strain of surface 

instability tests of diorite, Berea sandstone and Serena sandstone are presented in Figure 

2.52.7, respectively. The Serena sandstone specimens were loaded in the 3 MN load 

frame, and the level of fluctuation on axial displacement was much higher than that of the 

1 MN load frame. This is attributed to the tuning of the system; the 1 MN load frame 

performs better with lower signal fluctuation. All the surface instability tests were 

terminated when a spalling phenomenon occurred abruptly (causing the system to loose 

control), or a steady growth of localized damage was observed without increasing axial 

load. Advanced fractures (Figure 2.8d) propagating into the inner part of the specimen 

were not pursued, since this typically needs to be achieved by using stroke control to 

induce pervasive failure. Photographs of one failed specimen of diorite, Berea and Serena 

sandstones are shown in Figure 2.8ac. 
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Figure 2.4: Correction of machine displacement from axial displacement (stroke) to 

retrieve the true deformation of specimen.  
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Figure 2.5: Loading history for Äspö diorite in surface instability tests. 
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Figure 2.6: Loading history for Berea sandstone in surface instability tests. 
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Figure 2.7: Loading history for Serena sandstone in surface instability tests. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Figure 2.8: Photographs for tested specimens: (a) diorite (SIDR01); (b) Berea 

sandstone (SIBS11); (c) Serena sandstone (SISS05); (d) advanced failure mode in Berea 

sandstone (Papamichos 1992).  
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Chapter 3  

Acoustic Emission Technique 

3.1 Introduction 

Failure in quasi-brittle materials such as rock and concrete involves microcracking, 

where elastic waves called acoustic emission (AE) are emitted. Such transient elastic 

waves are analogous to seismic waves from an earthquake, but features minute 

amplitudes and high frequency components. The radiated waves carry energy in two 

forms of body waves: the longitudinal, pressure or P-wave, and a transverse, shear or S-

wave. AE locations consider the arrival of the P-wave, which travels generally 1.6 to 2.0 

times faster than the S-wave. 

AE carry information about the source, including the location, magnitude and mode. 

Similar algorithms used in seismology can be adapted to study AE events, with several 

assumptions to simplify the problem: (i) a point-source represented by displacement 

discontinuity, (ii) propagation of elastic waves in a homogeneous, isotropic medium, and 

(iii) known transducer response determined by sensor calibration.  Theories had been 

developed in these three aspects to quantify the source (e.g. Scruby et al. 1985; Ohtsu et 

al. 1998; Shah and Labuz 1995) since Breckenidge et al. (1975) initiated a study of AE 

waveforms from the concept of Lamb’s problem.  

The AE technique has been used to study damage and crack propagation in materials 

for the last four decades years. For example, the internal damage of materials was 
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evaluated by the rate and sum of the occurrence of AE activity (Berthelot and Robert 

1987). Tanigawa et al. (1980) used rise time and frequency information of AE 

waveforms to identify different mechanisms of damage at different loading stages. 

Locations were used to detect the fracture process zone in different rocks and concrete 

(Labuz et al. 1987; Maji and Shah 1988; Zietlow and Labuz 1998). Quantitative AE 

techniques have been applied with developments in data analysis. In addition to the 

source location of AE events, the size, orientation, movement and mode of AE events can 

also be determined by deconvolution or inversely analyzed using the recorded AE signals 

(Scruby et al. 1985; Michaels et al. 1981; Ohtsu 1986; Ouyang et al. 1990; Shah and 

Labuz 1995; Ohtsu et al. 1998; Carvalho and Labuz 2002; Kao et al. 2011). 

3.2 Source Location 

The coordinates (x, y, z) of an acoustic source can be estimated from the arrival times 

of the P-waves at the transducers. Since the inception of AE source time t0 is unknown, 

the back-analysis requires at least five sensors to solve four unknowns (x0, y0, z0, t0) due 

to the quadratic form of the source to receiver distance. The accuracy of the source 

location relies on the accuracy of the picked time of arrivals (TOA). Shah (1994) had 

evaluated three criteria for automatic detection of arrivals: (1) the threshold criterion, (2) 

Aikake’s Information Criterion (AIC), and (3) maximum energy ratio. It was concluded 

that the threshold and maximum energy ratio performed equally well, and better than AIC. 

The threshold criterion was selected due to its simplicity. The developed algorithm also 

used a Laplace filter (Landis and Shah 1992) to enhance the arrival time from the second 
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derivative information and a digital band-pass filter (0.2 to 2.0 MHz) to remove some 

background noise. 

The source location algorithm used in this research is an iterative scheme that adjusts 

an assumed position until a minimum error in location is reached. With the TOAs, ti , 

picked in the signal recorded by i-th AE transducer, the travel distance ri  between the 

source and the i-th receiver can be written as 

 0( )i p i ir c t t e    (3.1) 

where to is the inception time of AE source, ei is the error in the computed distance. The 

time base is arbitrary since a time shift does not affect the source location. The travel 

distance ri  can also be represented by the coordinates of the source (x, y, z) and receiver 

(xi , yi , zi) as 

 
1

2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )i i i ir x x y y z z         (3.2) 

Substituting Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.1), the source location is obtained by minimizing 

the sum of square of the errors in distance using the iterative Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm. The total error is 
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where N is the number of transducers. Since the equations are linear in to , minimization 

in to is carried out explicitly. When 0oE t   , it gives 
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The minimization problem is reduced to the three unknowns x, y, and z. 
 

3.3 System Configuration 

An AE system is composed of (i) an array of AE sensors; (ii) signal conditioner and 

preamplifier; (iii) signal digitizer; (iv) a computer based data acquisition system. A total 

of eight (8) AE transducers were used, with two different models selected. The SIA 

equipped with eight pre-drilled holes in the sidewalls, which fit pin-type AE sensors 

(Dynasen piezoelectric pin CA-1136), having a diameter of 2.4 mm (0.093 in.), height of 

38.1 mm (1.5 in.), frequency response of 0.2–2.0 MHz, and a sensitivity of 0.350 mV/kPa. 

These piezoelectric “pins” were secured by silicon glue, which acts as a spring to press 

the sensor against specimen surfaces. Note that the stearic acid lubricant coated on the 

specimen also acts as a couplant for the pin-type AE sensors in the sidewalls. 

Another model of AE sensor (Physical Acoustics model S9225) was used on the 

exposed free face, secured using cyanoacrylate glue. The S9225 sensor has a frequency 

response from 0.3–1.8 MHz, diameter of 3.6 mm (0.15 in.), height of 2.4 mm (0.1 in.), 

and a sensitivity of 0.178 mV/kPa.  It is recommended that two to four S9225 sensors on 

the free face should be used since the better coupling provides better performance 

(stronger AE signals). 

AE signals were preamplified (Physical Acoustics S1220C), with a 40/60 dB gain 

(user selectable) and a built-in 0.1–1.2 MHz band-pass filter. Typical noise level at the 

output of the preamplifiers is around ± 2 mV. Then the waveforms were digitized and 

recorded by the data acquisition systems. Two high-speed AE data acquisition systems 

were used with the SIA. The first AE data acquisition system is composed of four 
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modular transient recorders (LeCroy model 6840), with two-channels each, 8-bit analog-

to-digital (ADC) resolution, and a 20 MHz sampling rate (50 nanoseconds between 

points) over a 100 s window, with a 50 s pretrigger.  The LeCroy 6010 controller, with 

a built-in 10 MHz microprocessor (Motorola 68020), communicates to a 486-processor 

microcomputer through National Instrument AT-GPIB card and cable.  AE data are 

transferred to the host computer after every 128 kbytes of digitizer memory is filled, 

which is controlled by a segmentation code, downloaded from the 6010 controller’s 

memory.  The disadvantage is that there is a downloading time of approximately 5 

seconds required before the system memory is cleared and ready for the next incoming 

AE events. The trigger level was set at ± 7 mV with the LeCroy AE system.    

The second high speed DAQ system also has four, two-channel modular transient 

recorders (National Instrument model NI-5112 digitizer) of 8-bit ADC resolution. The 

sampling rate was set at 20 MHz over a 200 s window, with a 100 s pretrigger. The 

recording system is triggered when the signal amplitude from a selected channel, the so-

called “anchor” sensor, exceeded a preset threshold of ± 30 mV. The whole process is 

controlled by an in-house program written in LabView, and the data recording is 

continuous, without any interruption due to the downloading time as in the LeCroy 

system. 

3.4 AE Activity 

The AE technique was employed on Äspö diorite specimens and Berea sandstone 

specimens in the SIA (see Table 2.1). For the diorite specimens, since the length was only 

60 mm, four AE sensors were attached to the front face, along with two (2) sensors in 
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each side wall coupled to the specimen. For Berea sandstone specimens with the regular 

length (110 mm), only two AE sensors were mounted on the front face, and three (3) 

sensors were in each side wall.  

Figure 3.1 shows the mechanical response of test SIDR01, along with the 

accumulated AE counts. A total of 2176 events were recorded by LeCroy DAQ system, 

with 815 events being located successfully. Four regions were identified based on 

mechanical and AE rate characteristics. Region (I) is associated with the pre-peak part, 

while regions (II), (III), and (IV) are in post-peak part with lateral displacement within 

0.016 to 0.057 mm, 0.057 to 0.098 mm, and larger than 0.098mm, respectively. AE rates 

through regions (I) – (IV) are approximately 2.9, 1.5, 0.9, 0.5 Hz (event/s).  Note that the 

trigger sensor of the AE system was mounted on the free face, and it is accountable for 

the decrease of AE rate in the post-peak phase after damage localization and spalling that 

attenuates the strength of AE waves and thus reduces the number of events triggering the 

AE system. Comparing the AE locations to the crack trajectory mapped after test (Figure 

3.2), the AE locations showed a consistent pattern with the crack orientation. Note that 

free face is at x = 60 mm. The AE clouds in different stages imply some evolution leading 

to spalling.  

Acoustic activities at different loading stages for one of the Berea sandstone 

specimen (SIBS10) are presented in Figure 3.3, where the load ratio (LR) equals the 

percentage of peak force. A total of 8050 events were recorded using the National 

Instrument DAQ system, with1716 events successfully located. Before the peak load was 

reached, the AE location pattern is scattered, but locations are close to the free face (x = 

110 mm). As the load approached peak, AE locations started to shift to a more confined 
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region, but no localization was shown. In the post-peak stage, AE locations diffused into 

the interior part of the specimen. 
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Figure 3.1: Loadlateral displacement history with AE event count (test SIDR01). 
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Figure 3.2: AE locations (solid dots) of surface instability test on diorite (SIDR01): (a) 

before peak; (b) region II; (c) region III; (d) region IV. Open circles are the locations of 

AE transducers, and solid lines are the fracture trajectories observed after the test. 
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(c)                                                                  (d) 
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Figure 3.3: AE locations of the surface instability test on Berea sandstone (SIBS10) at 

different loading stages: (a) LR = 3080%; (b) LR = 8095%; (c) LR = 95100%; (d) 

post-peak stage. 
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3.5 Spatial Clustering 

The study of spatial clustering, through the use of a fractal dimension, was used in 

epidemicity (Knox 1963; Williams 1983). Later it was found to be a useful tool to study 

seismic events and AE source locations (Kusunose et al. 1991; Lockner 1993; Hirata et al. 

1987; Smalley et al. 1987; Iverson et al. 2007). The fractal dimension is obtained by 

evaluating the correlation integral:  

 )(
)1(

2
)( rRN

NN
rC R 


   (3.5) 

where NR (R < r) is the amount of pairs with a distance less than r; N is the total number 

of data points. When plotting the correlation integral against distance r on a log-log plot, 

the slope of the linear portion is the fractal dimension (FD): 

   FDC r r  (3.6) 

The fractal dimension represents the level of self-similarity of the data. It can be 

treated as the number of variables that are needed to represent a shape, giving a basis to 

examine the localization feature of microcracks. For example, a fractal dimension of 

three represents a volume, which means AE events are randomly distributed; a fractal 

dimension of two could be plane or surface, which suggests that AE events are a 

localized on a failure plane; a fractal dimension of one simply means a line (Mandelbrot 

1983). Figure 3.4 demonstrates the clustering analysis with 100 data points randomly 

distributed in a volume, on the surface of a sphere, and along a line (Iverson et al. 2007), 

which generates the corresponding fractal dimensions of 3.0, 2.0, and 1.0, respectively. 
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Figure 3.4: Points randomly distributed (a) in a volume, FD = 3; (b) on a surface of a 

sphere, FD = 2; (c) along a line, FD = 1 (Iverson et al. 2007). 
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the fractal dimension 2.18, 2.27, 2.40, 2.34 for diorite 

specimen (SIDR01) at different loading stages, and 1.92, 2.34, 2.50, 2.52 for the Berea 

sandstone specimen (SIBS10), presented in Figure 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The fractal 

dimension was close to two at a lower load ratio, and then migrated to a value around 

2.40 to 2.50 in the post-peak stage. This behavior is in contrast to the change of FD from 

a biaxial test reported by Iverson et al. (2007), where the FD started at a value of 2.6 

before peak and dropped in the post-peak region reaching a value of 2.3 (Figure 3.6) due 

to damage localization forming a shear band. Clearly, the damage in surface instability 

test possesses a different feature, which initiated from the region adjacent to free face, 

causing a lower FD. Afterwards, the damage evolves inward, distributed within a larger 

domain without obvious localization observed. This causes an increase in FD, and 

implies an inherently evolving and scattered damage process. However, FD is sensitive to 

a small size of data points because the linear part on log-log plot may be unclear. Care 

should be taken when only a small amount of AE locations are used to calculate FD (e.g. 

less than 50 samples). 
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Figure 3.5: Fractal dimension of AE locations at different loading stages: (a) SIDR01; 

(b) SIBS10. Each curve is purposely shifted by one order for easy identification. 
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Figure 3.6: Load history and fractal dimension for the biaxial test (Iverson et al. 2007). 
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3.6 Hierarchical Clustering 

A different type of clustering analysis based on signal processing was adopted, the 

purpose of which was to enhance the accuracy of detecting time of arrivals (TOA), by 

filtering out groups of AE events with similar features in the waveforms. The 

collaborative work associated with hierarchical clustering that has been published in Ince 

et al. (2009a, 2009b, 2010) will be summarized. 

As mentioned in section 3.2, the accuracy of the picked TOA of P-waves is crucial to 

the accuracy of the AE source location. The location can be easily biased by the TOAs 

obscured by noise and spurious events, causing misinterpretation of the data. For a 

typical AE data acquisition system, it is usually setup with a high amplifier gain since the 

goal is to target the P-wave arrivals, which have lower amplitudes. This resulted in some 

AE waveforms being clipped or saturated (Figure 3.7), meaning that the maximum 

amplitude exceeded the full-range of the measuring system and the signals are truncated. 

These events happened uniformly in time during the tests. Compared to the “unsaturated” 

events, the saturated events carried greater energy (larger amplitudes) and had higher 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the P-wave can be identified with ease. This means the 

AE locations for saturated events would have smaller error, simply due to the well 

defined TOAs with higher accuracy. 

In fact, even in controlled laboratory settings, it is difficult to account for all the 

sources of noises. Unsaturated events might suffer even more from such interferences. 

Therefore, to extract information from the unsaturated events, signals with low SNR, a 

clustering procedure based on signal processing was used.  In this concept, similarities in 
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signal characteristic and spatial origin can be employed to examine continuously stored 

events. For example, cluster identification plays a critical role in petroleum geomechanics 

during oil or gas stimulation (Asanuma et al. 2008). Structures triggered by stimulation 

processes can be traced using cluster information, by evaluating cross-correlation of 

microseismic signals in both time and frequency domains. The same concept, therefore, 

can be used in AE events to identify features in the structure. This is achieved by 

capturing correlated AE and then taking averages of the time histories to improve the 

SNR, and using such correlated events as representing signals of interest for damage 

localization. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Time histories of (a) unsaturated and (b) saturated events. The P-wave 

amplitude was much higher for the saturated events, and still within the linear range of 

the system (Ince et al. 2009a). 
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3.6.1 Signal Conditioning 

Unsaturated events were needed for clustering analysis, but several events in this group 

contained spikes (Figure 3.8), which probably originated from analog-to-digital converter 

(ADC) sign errors. Two types of filters were employed to remove these spikes: (i) 

adaptive autoregressive (AAR) model, and (ii) median filter. 

The autoregressive model is a technique of stochastic signal modeling, which 

facilitates a weighted linear combination of past samples plus a white noise error to 

estimate/predict the current sample (Hayes 2006): 

 1 21 2,n ,n p,ny[n] a y[n - ] a y[n - ] ...  a y[n - p] e[n]      (3.7) 

where p is the order of the AAR model, meaning the number of past samples being used 

for prediction; y[n] is the sample in the signal. The weights ap,n vary with time, and can 

be adaptively adjusted to the non-stationary characteristics of the signals such AE 

waveforms. Here AAR model of order p = 2 was used, and the model parameters ap,n 

were estimated with the energy normalized least mean squares algorithm (Diniz 1997): 

  1

2
p,n p,n T

e[n]y[n]
a  a   

λ y [n]y[n]


  


 (3.8) 

where  is a regularization constant for those values where the local energy of the signal 

is close or equal to zero.  A learning rate of µ = 0.005 and a regularization parameter of  

= 1 was determined empirically. The normalized AE events (zeroed sample mean and 

normalized by the sample standard deviation) were used to compute the weights and 

prediction error e[n] in Eq. (3.8).  A sample point in the signal was replaced with the 

predicted value of the AAR model when the magnitude of the prediction error is larger 
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than a pre-defined threshold (Kim et al. 2007).  The performance of the AAR model is 

shown in Figure 3.8a, with agreeable results. However, it was observed the AAR model 

could fail to filter the signal when several consecutive spikes were present. Large values 

of final prediction error were reported with these events, which were later removed. 

Another technique to effectively remove spikes from the AE signals is the median 

filter, which is a non-linear digital filter. The median filter is effective at removing “salt 

and pepper” noise (i.e. black and white random dots due to defective pixels). Each data 

point was replaced with the median value of a window covering its neighborhood. In our 

analysis, the signal is one-dimensional, and three pre- and post-samples were selected as 

the window (window size of 6) for the median filter. Figure 3.8b shows a corrupted 

signal is successfully corrected by the median filter, even with consecutive spikes. 
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Figure 3.8: Corrupted signal corrected by (a) AAR model: corrupted signal, prediction 

error, corrected signal (top to bottom); (b) median filter (Ince et al. 2009b, 2010). 
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3.6.2 Grouping with Cross-correlation 

The first step was to compute the normalized cross-correlation function between the 

signals from “anchor sensors” for every pair of AE events. The anchor sensor, as its name 

implies, is the sensor being used as the trigger channel for the data acquisition system. 

Note that the maximal shift k between signals x[n] and y[n] is set at 256 sample points to 

maintain sufficient overlapping signal length. 

 
1

xy
nx y

R [k] x[n]y[n k]
(N k)σ σ

 
   ,  256k                (3.9) 

A correlation matrix, R, was then constructed, saving the maximum magnitude of 

cross-correlation Rxy. Meanwhile, the corresponding shift index, k, was also stored in 

another matrix in order to align the signals of grouped events. A “distance metric” matrix 

(D = 1  R), representing the closeness of each AE pair, was used to construct a 

hierarchical cluster dendrogram using the average linkage method. The dendrogram was 

cut at level of 0.2 to group AE events. In other words, AE events with a cross-correlation 

value larger than 0.8 were grouped together as a cluster. They were given the name of 

“super AE.” 

At this level of analysis, 105 and 80 super AE were obtained with two or more 

members for the data of SIDR01 and SIDR04, respectively.  An example of the 

overlapped waveform of clusters with four numbers of AE events is shown in Figure 3.9. 

Then the waveform averaging was performed to obtain super AE signals, which canceled 

out the random noise on the baseline while keeping repetitive components.  Therefore, 

the super AE signals have higher SNR than individual AE events, increased by M at 
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best, M being the number of correlated events in one cluster. This outcome also enhanced 

the accuracy of TOA, and the calculated location of the super AE. 

3.6.3 Location of AE Clusters 

Finally, to locate the nominal “source” of the super AE (composed of several sources 

of similar characteristics), a Hilbert transform was performed to calculate the envelope of 

signals, and the arrival time was evaluated using the traditional threshold method when 

the signal envelope exceeded 0.5 (Figure 3.10). Note that all signals are normalized with 

its standard deviation, and the level adjusted to zero-mean. Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) are applied 

to compute the location of super AE. 

 

100 200 300 400 500 600

Samples
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Figure 3.9: Overlap of AE signals of a particular cluster with four members in 

SIDR01.  The signals were shifted according to the sample index when the highest 

correlation value was achieved (Ince et al. 2009b). 
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Figure 3.10: AE averages of a particular cluster for eight channels in SIDR01.  The 

envelope of each signal (in black) was plotted and the threshold (dashed line) was used to 

detect the TOAs (blue bar) (Ince et al. 2009b). 

 
Location of super AEs are presented in Figure 3.11, with clusters with four or more 

members plotted in 3D view (105 and 80 super AEs in SIDR01 and SIDR04, respectively, 

R>0.8). Out of 2176 and 1536 events recorded in test SIDR01 and SIDR04, the clustered 

events only account for less than 20% of the total events. In addition, the locations of 

super AE do not indicate a clear localization as presented in Ince et al. (2009a) in three-

point-bend fracture tests, in which the super AE match the observed propagation of 

fracture. This implies the source locations of damage (microcracks) in the surface 

instability problem pertain to a much scattered, widespread spatial distribution, rather 

than forming a highly localized fractured zone. 
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                        (a)                                            (b)                                               (c) 

Figure 3.11: Locations of the super AEs for SIDR01 (top row) and SIDR04 (bottom 

row). (a) Locations of all clusters; (b) locations of clusters with more than four members; 

(c) 3D view of clusters given in the second column. The diameter of the circle is 

proportional to the number of AE events in the cluster. Square symbols are AE 

transducers (Ince et al. 2010). 
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Chapter 4  

Digital Image Correlation 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of a particle tracking technique is to retrieve a full-field measurement of 

displacement or velocity. This requires (i) an optical system to capture images; (ii) a 

targeted object that locally features unique speckle patterns; and (iii) an algorithm to 

construct the full-field measurement from pattern correlation. Correlation-based 

techniques originated from the study of laser speckles in solid mechanics – speckle 

meterology – since the first functioning laser was introduced in the 1960s. 

Speckle meterology facilitates the information embedded in the bulk movement of a 

speckle pattern when the object deforms. Generally, the first step is to expose a 

photograph twice, in order to capture the speckle patters before and after deformation. 

This image is called a specklegram, which consists of two overlapping but slightly shifted 

speckle patterns. Then a laser beam illuminates the specklegram and a diffraction halo is 

created and projected on an image screen behind the specklegram. Young’s fringes are 

identified on the halo, and the pitch and orientation give information of local 

displacements. With laser-scanning at multiple locations on the film, a full field of 

displacement can be obtained. Various applications were pioneered in late 1960s (e.g. 

Burch and Tokarski 1968; Archbold et al. 1969). Other techniques such as holographic 

interferometry, speckle photography, electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) 
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were all born from the study of laser speckles. However, the time-consuming procedures 

to prepare photographic films and perform multiple laser-scanning on specklegrams 

drove researchers to find out an automated solution. With the advancement of personal 

computers, images can be captured, stored, and processed digitally, and digital image 

correlation (DIC) was born in the early 1980s (Peters and Ranson 1982; Sutton et al. 

1983). Likewise, Chen et al. (1993) developed an approach, digital speckle displacement 

measurement (DSDM), to investigate white light specklegrams (explained in section 4.2). 

Another group in Sweden, led by Sjödahl and Benchert (1993), started a technique called 

electronic speckle photography (ESP). 

On the other hand, the experimental technique commonly used in fluid mechanics, 

called particle image velocimetry (PIV), shares similar concepts with speckle 

photography, but the speckle pattern is replaced by particle-seeded flow. PIV 

concentrates on tracking the motion of flow, while DIC/DSDM/ESP focuses on the 

matching of digital images with a unique pattern formed by a cluster of high contrast 

particles in order to determine the displacement field in solids.  The major difference in 

all these techniques lies with preparing or seeding speckles. Regardless of the different 

names being used, fundamentally all techniques share similarities with the essential 

concept of “particle tracking.”  

The digital particle tracking technique is becoming popular in mechanics due to its 

powerful capability of evaluating full-field displacement. This makes determining the 

strain field feasible, which is impossible when using traditional types of transducers such 

as LVDTs or strain gages that only provide global displacement on the boundaries or 

average strain measurement within a small region. For instance, DIC and PIV techniques 
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have been applied to study strain localization, the development and spatial features of 

shear bands in granular material (Gudenhus and Hubel 2004; Rechnmacher 2006; Wolf et 

al. 2006; Kodaka et al. 2007); strain location features in plane strain tests of soft rock 

(Bhandari and Inoue 2005); soil-structure interaction (Dejong et al. 2006); confined silo 

flow (Slominski et al. 2006; Grantham and Forsberg 2004); fracture propagation and the 

process zone in rock (Lin 2010). 

To use particle tracking techniques, the imaging surface must have as a tracing target 

a speckle pattern with sufficient contrast. By performing the pattern matching process 

across the whole image, a deformation field is constructed by the displacement grids 

associated with every single pattern. 

 

4.2 Speckle Patterns 

Ideally, a speckle pattern within a confined domain features an intensity field with 

high spatial frequency that is randomly distributed in a given bandwidth. Therefore, the 

pattern in each small region within an image, called a subset, is unique. Two types of 

speckle patterns are usually used – laser speckles and white light speckles (Figure 4.1). 

Laser speckles are created when a rough surface reflects the light diffusely from a 

coherent laser (Figure 4.2). Each point on the illuminated surface behaves like a light 

source that emits an optical wave, and each point in space senses a unique combination of 

these diffracted waves from the rough surface. In other words, the speckle pattern 

captured on one imaging plane will be different from other positions in space; the laser 

speckles does not represent the physical characteristics of the illuminated surface, but 
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rather a “signature” of the surface at a certain observing location in space. Laser speckles 

can be used to evaluate the displacement field, but only when the displacement is small 

(Yamaguchi 1981). It was laser speckles that Peters and Ranson (1982) first used to 

perform a correlation-based pattern matching technique using digital images. 

White light speckles are formed as the natural light reflection of the illuminated 

surface, and the speckles are exactly the same as what human eyes observe. White light 

speckles behave as if they were glued onto the surface. Sutton et al. (1983) used white 

light speckles in their experiments, where the white speckles were spray painted with a 

black background on the specimen. Such artificial speckle patterns adhere to and deform 

with the specimen.  

White light speckles have been pervasively adopted in the DIC technique in the last 

two decades, due to two major weaknesses of laser speckles. The first problem is the 

“decorrelation” of laser speckles subjected to large deformation. Laser speckles are 

generated from the interference of reflected coherent light, and the speckle patterns are 

unique only when the displacements to be measured are within a certain range. Once the 

displacement exceeds a threshold, the speckle patterns captured from the deformed 

surface change and then de-correlate with the original pattern from the reference surface. 

The second problem is the small coverage area of laser lighting. If a large specimen is 

used, a high-power expensive laser source for illumination is required. 
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laser speckles

     

white light speckles

 

Figure 4.1: Speckle patterns: laser speckles and white light speckles. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Laser speckles constructed by coherent light diffusively reflected from the 

roughness on the illuminated surface. 
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4.3 Pattern Matching Algorithm 

To perform pattern matching between the reference image (undeformed) and current 

image (deformed), subsets or subimages are used for pattern matching. It is crucial that 

each subset carries a random speckle pattern that is unique. Also, subsets should be small 

enough for the deformation to be locally homogeneous, but large enough to contain 

several speckles. Two major processes need to be done during pattern matching: (i) 

correlation and (ii) interpolation. In general, two types of correlation schemes are used. 

The first kind is a correlation with an iterative method, performed in the space domain; 

and the second kind is a cross-correlation with the fast Fourier transform (FFT). In 

addition, instead of searching the whole image to find the best match, a smaller region in 

the neighborhood of the subset, called the region of interest (ROI), is used to save 

processing time (Figure 4.3). Each is summarized briefly in the following sections. 

 

specklesubset
20 x 20 pixel

region of interest
60 x 60 pixel

 
Figure 4.3: Concept of speckle, subset, and region of interest (ROI). 
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4.3.2 Normalized Cross-correlation with Iteration 

The correlation coefficient function in the space domain can be written as 
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 (4.1) 

where Iu  and Id  are the intensity values of the subset in the undeformed and deformed 

configuration, respectively, S is the domain of the subset around its center, and Ps are the 

points contained in the subset S. The vector V = [ u  v  u,x  u,y  v,x  v,y ] consists of the 

displacement (u, v) at the center of the subset S and its derivatives. To obtain sub-pixel 

resolution of the displacement field, the intensity values Id  in the deformed configuration 

are the interpolated intensities, which can be evaluated between the image grid points 

using polynomial interpolation (bilinear or bicubic). The best match is found by 

minimizing the correlation function C, which yields the six parameters in V. The 

parameters (u, v) in vector V are the displacement components of interest, being reported 

to represent the “shift” of  the subset. This minimization can be carried out using the 

coarse-fine (CF) method or the Newton-Raphson (NR) method. Details of the 

optimization schemes could be found in the literature (e.g. Sutton et al. 2000, 2009). 

Obviously, the use of interpolation functions to reconstruct the sub-pixel intensity 

pattern plays an important role in image matching, and different interpolation schemes 

generate different results (displacement vector V) in optimization. Schreier et al. (2000) 

commented that, with higher order spline applied to interpolations, the measurement bias 

can be reduced and the accuracy of the matching process will increase. However, this 

adds extra burden to an inherently cumbersome direct computation of the cross-
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correlation function, which requires tremendous amount of floating point computations in 

each loop of iteration. When several loops are needed to find the best correlation, 

scanning through each pair of images will take a considerable amount of time.  

Noting the disadvantages discussed, Chen et al. (1993) proposed using the fast 

Fourier transform for image processing. This significantly increases the computation 

speed and has been pervasively used if the measurements involve small displacements 

(small strain and small rigid body rotation). 

4.3.3 Cross-correlation with Fast Fourier Transform 

The minimization problem in Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to the maximization of the 

convolution between the two subset intensities. This cross-correlation function c(u, v) can 

be written as 

    ( , ) , ,u ui uj d ui uj

S

c u v I x y I x u y v dxdy    (4.2) 

where u and v are the number of shifts (integers) in x and y direction. Using the 

convolution theorem of the fast Fourier transform, the cross-correlation function can be 

retrieved by inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum from one of the subset complex 

conjugates multiplied with the spectrum of the other subset. Thus 

  1 *( , ) u dc u v H H   

  u uH I   (4.3) 

  d dH I   
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where   is the Fourier transform operator, and Hu and Hd are the spectra of the 

undeformed and deformed subset. Now the role of the complex conjugated spectrum *
uH  

works like a filter. Afterwards, sub-pixel accuracy for the correlation peak position is 

evaluated by applying an interpolation to the function c(u,v) at the neighborhood of the 

maximum of the first guess. Different interpolation schemes can be used, such as bicubic 

(White and Take 2002), biparabolic (Chen et al. 1992), or biharmonic function (Sjödahl 

and Benchert 1993).  Amodio et al. (2003) also improvised a new strategy to speed up 

pattern matching using FFT, without the need of interpolation around the correlation peak.  

A profound review of the DIC technique can be found in Sutton et al. (2000; 2009), 

including different aspects such as theoretical developments, descriptions on essential 

concepts, basic optical setup, calibration of the system, error estimations, and different 

applications.  The software used to perform image correlation was developed by White 

and Take (2002), called GeoPIV, freeware for educational purposes. 

4.4 Image Configuration with Apparatus 

In order to capture images on the specimen surface, namely the 1-3 plane, while 

performing surface instability tests, it was necessary to modify the SIA such that the 

camera can see the specimen surface through the side wall. In addition, the plane-strain 

condition should not be compromised as the specimen is stressed. 

4.4.1 Modification of Apparatus and Camera Setup 

The modification involved cutting a window of 50 × 63.5 mm in the steel sidewall 

using electric discharge machining. The size was selected to provide appropriate 
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coverage of the image and maintain reasonable stiffness of the side wall. An annealed 

glass plate, manufactured from soda lime glass with float glass processes (Brin Glass 

Company, Minneapolis, MN), replaced the original hardened steel platen lining between 

the specimen and the sidewall. The glass plate provides optical transparency and 

appropriate stiffness, with Young’s modulus around 70 GPa and tensile strength around 

33 MPa. Toughened glass was considered for its superior strength, but the cost for 

manufacturing a small batch and the tendency to fracture due to an imperfection (e.g. 

surface scratch) eventually pushed the use of regular float glass. 

The digital camera (Unibrain Fire-i 810b) was mounted on a steel arm, and the arm 

was bolted to the same platform of the SIA, and then both devices were secured to the 

actuator of the load frame. The digital camera uses an IEEE 1394a (known as the 

firewire-400) interface to communicate with a PC, and was controlled by a software 

package from the manufacturer. The software can control the camera to capture still 

images or videos, in 8-bit or 12-bit grayscale color depth, with a maximum image size of 

two megapixels (1200 × 1600 pixels). The highest frame rate available is 15 frames per 

second (FPS). In this study, 8-bit grayscale (i.e. intensity values range from 0 to 255) 

images were used, due to the compatibility of the DIC software used. 

The camera setup with the SIA is shown in Figure 4.4. A varifocal telescopic lens 

(Computar 2/3" C Mount 12-36 mm F2.8) was used with the digital camera. The lens has 

manual iris and focus, and the combination gives an optimal set up in telescopic end, with 

focusing distance around 200 mm and a field of view (FOV) of approximately 35 × 45 

mm.  Comparison of relative sizes of the specimen, machined window, and imaging area 

are illustrated in Figure 4.5. Note that the coverage of the image depends on the 
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adjustment and focus tuning before each test. Therefore, the scaling factor from pixel 

level to object level must be determined before each test. In general, a scaling factor of 30 

microns per pixel was achieved in the setup. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Photograph of imaging system with surface instability apparatus. 
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Figure 4.5: Relative sizes of specimen, machined window, and DIC image. 

 

4.4.2 Preparation of Speckle Pattern 

The DIC technique used requires only white light speckles (explained section 4.2), 

which can be easily produced by regular cans of spray paint. For the specimen in the SIA, 

the painted face contacting the glass plate is actually being loaded with the intermediate 

stress 2 during the test. Painting the specimen adds extra thickness on the specimen, and 

this might induce an uneven stress distribution on the specimen if care is not taken when 

preparing the speckle patterns. Lin (2010) used latex paint as a base coat to prepare the 

speckle pattern on Berea sandstone specimens for three-point-bend fracture tests, but it 

was determined that the paint thickness was too large to be used in the surface instability 

test.  In addition, depending on the porosity of the rock and type of paint, the liquid might 

be absorbed into the dry rock surface before a thin film of paint is formed. After a 

number of trials, the following procedure is suggested to prepare speckle patterns.  
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(i) Surface cleaning: The surface for speckle preparation should be clean, free 

from grease and dust. Loose grains of rock and exotic particles on the surface 

may reduce the bonding between paint and specimen. Scotch tape is a handy 

tool to remove loose particles and grit. 

(ii) Surface priming: Sealing the pores and cavities on the rock surface with 

primer provides good adherence for the layer of base coat. The water-based 

primer was thinned by water with approximately 1 : 1 to 1 : 2 ratio (primer : 

water), which helps spread the primer and reduce the thickness of coating. 

Apply the diluted the primer using a mini-paint brush, two to three times. 

After the coating dries, fine-grit sandpaper (e.g. #400 grit) can be used to 

remove excess primer. Then clean the surface with compressed air. 

(iii) Background color coating: This coat of paint provides a background color on 

the speckle pattern. Flat white paint was used, applied by regular spray cans. 

Multiple (2  3) thin coats (mist-sprayed) can produce a uniform film. 

(iv) Speckle spray: The speckles are produced with a contrasting color to the 

background. Flat black paint was selected and mist-sprayed on top of the 

white background until a speckle pattern was achieved. 

(v) Lubrication: Apply the stearic acid lubricant on top of the speckle pattern 

after at least 24 hours to make sure the paint was fully hardened. Apply the 

lubricant lightly, and use a warm rock block or heat gun to quickly “melt” the 

stearic acid such that the thin lubrication turned clear. 
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The finished pattern layer thickness after step (iv) was measured to be approximated 

10 to 15 m across the side surface of the specimen, which added negligible thickness to 

the specimen. The preparation is conceptually simple, but care should be taken and 

practice on scrap rock blocks is recommended, for example, to test the viscosity of the 

primer or misting the speckles. In addition, flat paint rather than glossy was used since a 

white light source was employed in the testing. Glossy paint may cause intensity 

saturation of some image positions due to the local reflections, resulting in the loss of 

pattern information.  

Two features of the prepared speckle pattern needed to be examined before 

performing an experiment: (1) the intensity distribution (i.e. intensity histogram) of 

speckles in the pattern, and (2) average size of the speckles. A speckle pattern with well-

distributed intensity values inherently has better contrast so that the measurement bias 

and noise during pattern matching can be decreased. If the raw image captured does not 

have enough “spread” across the intensity spectrum, image enhancement can be carried 

out using image processing software by stretching the tone curve, utilizing the full 

intensity range of 0  255. Figure 4.6 shows the histograms before and after enhancement, 

with a small region sampled from each image to visualize the difference. However, 

experience showed that the pattern matching scheme performed equally well using both 

images in Figure 4.6. That is to say, as long as the intensity values are distributed across a 

reasonably wide range (i.e. speckle or texture can be easily identified by human eyes), no 

significant performance gain will show. Therefore, image enhancement should only be 

applied to images with extremely poor contrast, smeared edges, or possibly in the case of 

out-of-focus images. Also, an under-exposed image is preferable to an over-exposed 
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image, because the contrast can be increased, but the information lost in the saturated 

area cannot be retrieved. 

The average size of the speckles has an essential affect on the selection of the subset 

size. Sutton et al. (2009) classified the size of speckles (pixel level), when imaged on the 

camera sensor array, into under-sampled, optimal-sampled, and over-sampled. In brief, 

an optimal-sampled image should carry speckles with an average size of 3 to 10 pixels. 

The typical speckle pattern prepared (Figure 4.7) shows speckles ranging from 3 to 12 

pixels. In physical dimensions, this range equals 100 – 400 μm. If the average speckle 

size is larger than 10 pixels, the situation is over-sampled and as such requires a larger 

subset size for pattern matching. If a smaller speckle size is required (i.e. higher spatial 

resolution, smaller field of view, or larger magnifying factor), other preparation methods 

may be used, for instance, a light coat of unfiltered Xerox toner powder onto the wet 

painted surface (Sutton et al. 2009). 
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Figure 4.6: Intensity histogram of (a) the raw image; (b) enhanced image. 
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of speckle sizes in the image. 
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4.5 Experimental Results from Imaging 

During surface instability tests, images were taken at a frequency of 1 Hz (1 frame/s) 

until the test was terminated. More than one thousand frames were acquired in one test. 

In general, the selection of images for DIC processing was based on the load ratio (LR), 

the percentage of the peak load during the test. Images were selected at increments of 

10% LR. At or near peak load, more frames were selected (LR = 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, 

100%) to monitor the change in the displacement field. It should be noted that a reduced 

size domain, called the effective field of view, was used to present all displacement fields. 

This was achieved by trimming the image along the specimen boundary (free face), and 

removing one subset thickness at the image boundaries to eliminate erroneous 

displacement values.  

4.5.1 Displacement Filtering 

The output of DIC has the displacements in pixels, which can be converted to object 

dimension (e.g. mm) using the scaling factor calibrated before each test. For the software 

used in the study, GeoPIV, it was reported that the output has a RMS system error of 

approximately 0.05 pixels (White and Take 2002). In the current setup, this level of error 

approaches 1.5 m. In the left column of Figure 4.8a, the displacement field clearly 

shows system noise where the overall data variation is low (i.e. low SNR, where the 

displacement gradient is low). Moreover, except for the random system error, “wild” 

vectors were occasionally reported due to the decorrelation at subsets with unclear 

speckle pattern, or the significant intensity change from a “wetting effect” of the lubricant 
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being squeezed between the glass and specimen surface. As a result, filtering out the high 

frequency noise and smoothing the displacement field is necessary for the DIC output, 

especially when the strain field is desired. In this study, two types of digital filtering was 

selected, the two-dimensional median filter and the Wiener filter. 

The median filter is a nonlinear noise reduction digital filter commonly used in 

signal processing and image processing, which functions as a conditioning filter for later 

processing. Consider image processing for illustration: the median filter replaces the 

intensity value of the pixel with the median value in the pre-defined local neighborhood. 

Median filtering is very effective at removing “salt and pepper” noise, like spikes or 

outliers, while preserving edges. For DIC outputs, such spikes in the displacement field 

are the wild vectors. 

The Wiener filter is an adaptive low-pass filter based on statistics from a local 

neighborhood of each pixel. If the intensity variation (i.e. noise level) is low within the 

local neighborhood, a stronger level of smoothing will be applied. Both filters perform 

well to smooth the continuously transitioned field, although the Wiener filter is 

sometimes not as effective in removing large spikes.  

Two samples of lateral displacement fields are presented as surface plots in Figure 

4.8a. In Figure 4.8b and 4.8c, the lateral displacement fields after filtering using 2D 

median and Wiener filters are presented. Clearly, both filters perform well at gradually 

transitioned areas, removing most of the system noise and revealing the smooth transition 

of the displacement field.  However, the median filter is more effective in removing large 

spikes (wild vectors) than the Wiener filter, as shown in the filtered surface with a  
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Figure 4.8: Performance of 2D digital filters on lateral displacement fields calculated 

from DIC: (a) raw displacement field; (b) smoothed with 2D median filter; (c) smoothed 

with 2D Wiener filter. Left column is a smooth displacement field, while the right 

column possesses a localized damage. 
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displacement jump (localized damage) in Figure 4.8c. As a result, the median filter is 

selected as the basis for contour plotting and strain analyses. 

4.5.2 Displacement Field at LR < 80% 

The incremental displacement fields are decomposed into x-y components called the 

vertical or axial component v (y-direction), and the horizontal or lateral component u 

(x-direction), following the coordinate system illustrated in Figure 2.2. Figure 4.9 shows 

the horizontal and vertical displacement contours at LR at 4050%, 5060%, 6070%, 

7080%. Relative displacement vectors, zeroed with respect the inner-center point on the 

image (x~78mm, y~43mm), are also presented. This zeroing enhances the free surface 

effects by removing the assumed homogeneous deformation of the interior. Note that 

positive displacements u and v follow the positive directions of the x-y coordinate 

system. 

As shown in Figure 4.9, the horizontal deformation has vertically (or sub-vertically) 

striped contours showing that the lateral displacement (1-direction) is uniformly 

distributed across the y-direction (3-direction), and values are larger near the free face  

(x = 110 mm) while decreasing gradually at locations away from the free face. Similarly, 

the vertical deformation has horizontally striped contours showing that the axial 

displacement (3-direction) is uniformly distributed across the x-direction (1-direction), 

and the values decrease from top to bottom of the image. These uniform fields do not 

change until 7080% LR. The vertical displacement contours show no obvious change 

but some “curving,” while the lateral displacement field reveals a group of more closely 

spaced contour lines near the free face. This observation signifies the free-face effect 
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becoming more significant. In addition, certain level of boundary effects from the steel 

platens may influence the displacement field at higher levels of loading even though a 

lubricant was used to reduce end friction. 
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(a) LR = 4050% 

 
(b) LR = 5060% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure 4.9: Incremental horizontal (u, left column) and vertical (v, right column) 

displacement fields at various load ratios (LR) for test SIBS10; free face is at x = 110 mm.  

(a) 4050%; (b) 5060%. Arrows represent the displacement vector relative to the inner-

center point on the image (x~78mm, y~43mm).  
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(c) LR = 6070% 

 
(d) LR = 7080% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure 4.9  (continued) Incremental horizontal (u, left column) and vertical (v, right 

column) displacement fields at LR: (c) 6070%; (d) 7080%.  
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4.5.3 Displacement Field at 80% < LR < 100% 

The incremental displacement fields from 80 to 100% LR are presented in Figure 

4.10, where horizontal and vertical displacements are plotted in the left and right column, 

respectively. At 8090% LR, the incremental displacement field showed obvious change, 

visible from the “flow” of the vectors, which is due to damage starting to accumulate near 

the free face. At this level of LR, a different displacement pattern near the free face (x > 

100 mm) can be identified, in which the horizontal displacement is the predominant 

component. At x > 100 mm, the vertical displacement is almost uniform, within ~ 2 m, 

for a zone from y = 18  67 mm. At the inner part of the specimen (x < 100 mm), the 

vertical displacement field displays a gradual transition along y-direction pertaining to 

constant gradient, similar to observations at LR < 70%.  

On the other hand, the horizontal displacements increase significantly from x = 95 

mm, while the inner part of the specimen deformed with a very low gradient in the x-

direction for LR = 8090%. This band of high displacement gradient occurred between x 

= 95  105 mm at the mid-height of specimen (y = 45 mm), and curves towards the free 

face. The horizontal displacement increased by more than 20 m across this band, and 

then plateaued around x = 105 mm, about 5 mm away from the free face.  

At 9095% LR (Figure 4.10b), a jump in displacement that can be interpreted as 

localized damage starting from the bottom of the image at x = 105 mm, propagating 

upwards across the field of view. The localized damage is especially clear in the 

horizontal displacement field, since fractures in a surface instability problem form 

parallel to the maximum compressive stress. The displacement vectors indicate that the 
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spall displaced outward (positive x-direction) with relative expansion in y-direction due 

to the axial unloading caused by the separation of the spall.  

From 95100% LR (Figure 4.10ce), the surface spall displaced outwards in the 

lateral direction with a smaller downward component in the axial direction. At 9598% 

LR, the inner part of the specimen behaved as if it was at LR below 70%. The vertical 

displacement contour shows horizontal stripes, meaning that fairly uniform compression 

occurs at the deeper region of the specimen, away from the free face.  

Interestingly, at 98100% LR (Figure 4.10d,e), a new region with localized damage 

occurred at x = 100 mm, y = 1832 mm, creating a small segment next to the first spall, 

and it can be identified with different horizontal and vertical displacements on the newly 

separated segment. The new segment moves away laterally, but performs as if it 

“wedges” into the material from the bottom of the frame.  

Here only one test of Berea sandstone (SIBS10) is presented, but other tests 

including those of Serena sandstone reveal similar observations: the displacement field 

starts to distort at LR of 7080%, due to the accumulated damage near the free face and 

effects from the possible damage localization outside the field of view. Afterwards, the 

localized damage propagates into the field of view forming a spall before reaching the 

peak stress. 
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(a) LR = 8090% 

 
(b) LR = 9095% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure 4.10: Incremental horizontal (u, left column) and vertical (v, right column) 

displacement fields at various load ratios (LR) for test SIBS10; free face is at x = 110 mm.  

(a) 8090%; (b) 9095%. Arrows represent the displacement vector relative to the inner-

center point on the image (x~78mm, y~43mm).  
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(c) LR = 9598% 

 
(d) LR = 9899% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure 4.10  (continued) Incremental horizontal (u, left column) and vertical (v, right 

column) displacement fields at LR: (c) 9598%; (d) 9899%. 
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(e) LR = 99100% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure 4.10  (continued) Incremental horizontal (u, left column) and vertical (v, right 

column) displacement fields at LR: (e) 99100%.  

 

4.6 Strain Field Evaluation 

Strain fields, either incremental or total, global (average) or local, can be evaluated 

from the displacement fields obtained from DIC. The evaluation of average strain across 

the field of view is presented in Section 4.6.1, which will be used to compute machine 

stiffness. The local strain field is presented in Section 4.6.2.  

4.6.1 Average Strain across Image 

The concept of average strain across the image is similar to the treatment of the DIC 

image as a large strain gage. The edges of the images are aligned with the axial and 

lateral direction of the specimen. Therefore, the average vertical displacement gradient in 
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the y-direction is equivalent to the axial strain yy, while the average horizontal 

displacement gradient in the x-direction is the lateral strain xx. Figure 4.11 shows an 

example of calculating the average strain using displacement fields at 3040% LR for 

test SIBS10; the displacement contours of horizontal and vertical displacements are also 

included.  To determine an average xx and yy, the horizontal and vertical components 

reported at all the subsets are plotted against the x- and y-positions, respectively. The 

average strain is therefore the slope of the best-fit line, where a positive value means the 

strain is tensile. 

Note that the minor and major principal directions in the SIA are the y- and x-

directions, respectively. Using the sign convention of tension positive, the incremental 

axial strain yy and lateral strain xx at 3040% LR are estimated to be -340×10-6 

(compressive) and 133×10-6 (tensile). 

These incremental strains correspond to axial stresses ranging from 20.45 MPa to 

27.36 MPa, a 6.91 MPa increase, and can be used to check the Young’s modulus E and 

Poisson’s ratio  of the tested Berea sandstone. Assuming a homogeneous plane strain 

condition in the SIA (zz = 0), the apparent Young’s modulus E  and    can be derived 

from generalized Hooke’s law for an isotropic material, that is 

  '
21yy yy yy

E
E  
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     (4.5) 
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                              (a)                                                          (b) 
 
Figure 4.11: Average strain evaluation from displacement fields in test SIBS12. (a) 

horizontal displacement field and xx; (b) vertical displacement fields and yy.  

 
Using the average incremental strain estimated from the displacement fields and the 

corresponding stress increment, Poisson’s ratio  = 0.28 and Young’s modulus E = 18.7 

GPa, which are comparable with the properties reported in the literatures (c.f. Labuz et al. 

1996, 2006; Riedel and Labuz 2007).  By repeating the process for each LR step, Figure 

4.12 shows the axial strain and lateral strain calculated using DIC information, up to 95% 

LR (64.9 MPa) for test SIBS10. 

xx = 132.9  yy = -340.3  
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Figure 4.12: Axial and lateral strain calculated from displacement fields of DIC in test 

SIBS10, up to 95% LR.  

 

4.6.2 Local Strain Field  

Since the displacement vectors are associated with the subsets linked to a grid, the 

discrete displacement gradients can then be calculated to estimate local strain fields. Let 

u(i, j) and v(i, j) denote the horizontal and vertical displacement matrices storing values 

in the unit of pixels, where i and j are the matrix indices. The relation between the xy 

coordinate system matching the SIA and the ij indices is shown in Figure 4.13. The 

displacement gradient tensor D, at given position (i, j) in the matrix, is defined as 
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Figure 4.13: Indices i and j on DIC images and the associated xy coordinates 

corresponding to SIA. 

 

The four displacement gradient components in Dkl, at position (i, j), are calculated 

discretely, using the displacement values at the four neighboring elements at (i ± 1, j ± 1). 
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where d is the spacing of center of subsets. Currently, d = 20 pixels in each direction 

(square grid) is used in the pattern matching process of DIC. Different spacings in the 

two directions could be used to process images with DIC. Note that the negative sign in 

Dxy and Dyy are necessary to give correct gradients in the y-direction. The strain tensor kl 

is then the symmetric part of the displacement gradient tensor. 
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where xx and yy are the lateral and axial strain, respectively. The sign convention of 

displacement follows the xy coordinate system, resulting in tensile strain being positive.  

Figure 4.14 shows the incremental lateral and axial strain at 5060% and 7080% 

LR for SIBS10, which correspond to Figure 4.9b and 4.9d. The purpose of the strain field 

is to identify any region with strain concentration due to damage. At low levels of LR, the 

specimen deforms with a smoothly varying displacement field, as such the strain field is 

fairly uniform across the image. Any system noise in displacement is exaggerated in the 

local strain field, even using the filtered displacement fields. This can be seen at some 

locations with the intermittent positive-negative value change, such as the xx at the 

inner part of the specimen (x < 90 mm) and the yy at the lower-left corner. Nonetheless, 

there is still a region near the free face (x > 100 mm) possessing a higher level of xx, 

even at 5060% LR (Figure 4.14a). Larger incremental lateral strain towards the free face 

is more obvious at higher level LR, as shown in Figure 4.14b. At x > 95 mm, xx is 

mostly larger than 0.5×10-3, which means the damage accumulates at a higher rate within 

this region than that of the inner part, where xx on average is close to zero. 
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(a) LR = 5060% 

 

(b) LR = 7080% 

 

                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 

Figure 4.14: Incremental lateral strain (xx, left column) and axial strain (yy, right 

column) fields at various load ratios (LR) for test SIBS10; free face is at x = 110 mm.  (a) 

LR = 5060%; (b) LR = 7080%.  
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4.6.3 Strain Field and Damage Localization 

In this section, the discussion will be focused on the lateral strain field, since it is the 

most sensitive measure of detecting strain concentration due to damage in the surface 

instability problem. In addition, no distinguishing features of damage concentration are 

observed in the vertical strain field, unless a zone with localized damage is formed. 

Figure 4.15 presents the incremental and cumulated lateral strain field at various LR. 

At 8090% LR in test SIBS10, incremental lateral strain clearly shows a band near 

the free face, with a width about 10 mm, possessing greater strain. This band starts from 

approximately x = 100105 mm at the top and bottom of the field of view (Figure 4.15a, 

left column), and stretches slightly inwards to x = 90105 mm at the mid-height of the 

image with xx = 2×10-3. On the cumulated lateral strain contour plot (Figure 4.15a, 

right column), it records the “history” of the cumulative xx, where values larger than 

2×10-3 bias to the free face at x > 90 mm and values higher than 4×10-3 concentrate in a 

more confined zone matching the band in the incremental strain field. Moving up to 

9095% LR in Figure 4.15b, a distinct band of localized damage occurred and it is 

characterized with very high xx (> 10%) localizing in a narrow zone ~ 1 mm. Compare 

to Figure 4.15b, sub-features are revealed after adjusting the contour levels by shading 

the high strain associated with the band of localized damage (Figure 4.16) at 9095% LR. 

On the xx contour, the high level of xx does not only occur along the path of localized 

damage, but also in the neighborhood, as the boxes indicate (Figure 4.16). Within each 

boxed region, xx = 2×10-3 can be distinguished from the surrounding area. At the same 

time, the cumulated xx shows the history up to 95% LR, 
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(a) LR = 8090% 

 
(b) LR = 9095% 

 
                          Incremental                                                    Cumulated 
 
Figure 4.15: Incremental (left column) and cumulated (right column) lateral strain 

fields in test SIBS10 at (a) LR = 8090%; (b) LR = 9095%.  
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                          Incremental                                                    Cumulated 
 
Figure 4.16: Adjusted contour levels revealing sub-features in the incremental (left 

column) and total (right column) xx at LR = 9095% in test SIBS10. Framed regions 

show sub-features associated with high levels of damage without localization.  

 
 
with cumulated strain of about 4×10-3 in the neighborhood of the path of localized 

damage (Figure 4.16, right column).  This damage level was distributed across a band of 

about 10  15 mm, and a path of localized damage was reasonably induced within this 

region. 

Consider test SIBS12 as another example: at 9095% LR, xx started to show 

concentration at the top of the field of view at x = 105 mm (Figure 4.17a), while 

cumulated xx larger than 4×10-3 are present in a larger area. At 9598% LR (Figure 

4.17b), the path of localized damage advanced from y = 62 mm to around y = 52 mm on 

the xx plot, while the area of cumulated xx larger than 4×10-3 expanded. The interesting 

feature is that a distinctive band, ~ 5mm wide, with xx < 2×10-3 leading the path of 
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localized damage. This feature can also be seen for xx at 9598% LR (Figure 4.17c), a 

curved band of xx can be identified connecting two zones of localized damage from top 

and bottom of the image. Meanwhile, there are several positions characterized with high 

cumulated xx values up to 98% LR, which might be treated as several clusters of damage 

that “invites” the localized damage to propagate along these spots. Indeed, as shown in 

Figure 4.17d, the localized damage extends further, aligning with the previously damaged 

clusters. 
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(a) LR = 9095% 

 
(b) LR = 9598% 

 
                          Incremental                                                    Cumulated 
 
Figure 4.17: Incremental (left) and total (right) lateral strain fields in test SIBS12 at: (a) 

LR = 9095%; (b) LR = 9598%. Contour levels are adjusted to reveal sub-features. 

Frames show areas with higher level of concentration on incremental or cumulated xx. 
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(c) LR = 9899% 

 
(d) LR = 99100% 

 
                          Incremental                                                    Cumulated 
 
Figure 4.17  (continued) Incremental (left) and total (right) lateral strain fields in test 

SIBS12: (c) LR = 9899%; (d) LR = 99100%. Contour levels are adjusted to reveal sub-

features. Frames and ellipses show areas with higher level of concentration on 

incremental or cumulated xx. 
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4.7 Estimate of System Stiffness 

Without the use of DIC, average axial strain is determined from the stroke 

measurement, which contains specimen and system displacement.  Thus, system 

displacement must be known to extract displacement of the specimen. The average axial 

strain estimated from the displacement field using DIC can be used to evaluate system 

displacement, as described in Section 2.4. After the axial strain of the specimen is 

obtained (Figure 4.12), the axial displacement of the specimen can be back-calculated. 

The system displacement is then the difference between the stroke (displacement 

measured by actuator mounted LVDT) and the specimen displacement, as shown in 

Figure 2.4. The system displacement is clearly a function of the applied axial load, and it 

is common to use a fitted curve for the system response. In this study, the approach that 

uses the tangential system (machine) stiffness Km is selected. The machine stiffness is the 

slope of the curve of load versus machine displacement, estimated from DIC information 

incrementally.  After calculating Km at each increment of LR, a best-fit curve was used to 

perform a correction on stroke. This approach has the potential benefit for the correction 

with tests with load-unload cycles, where Km  values are different at the loading and 

unloading phases. In addition, the experimental data usually contains several small load-

unload cycles at high LR. Using tangential machine stiffness, it is easier to correct the 

axial displacement incrementally. 

Figure 4.18 presents the calculated machine stiffness for four tests of Berea 

sandstone. The four fitted trend lines are consistent, which should be the case, as the 

system configuration was the same for the four tests.  Using the Km data from all four 
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tests, it is recommended to use the following machine stiffness depending on the axial 

load F. 
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Figure 4.18: Machine stiffness Km estimated using DIC information for test SIBS10, 11, 

12, 14. A consistent trend of Km  is obtained from four tests.  

 

 

          200mK                            10F kN               (4.6a) 

          144.72ln( ) 133.79mK F   10 300F kN     (4.6b) 

          700mK                 300F kN      (4.6c) 

where Km  has the units of kN/mm. Eq. 4.6a is based on the observation that at the early 

phases of loading, the specimen and machine displacements are the same. Of course, 

system (machine) stiffness depends on the particular system configuration, where a steel 
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I-beam served as the platform for the SIA and the mounting unit for the digital camera.  

Any change of components will change the machine stiffness, and recalibration would be 

necessary. If DIC information is not available, the technique using a dummy aluminum 

specimen with known Young’s modulus can be performed to obtain machine 

displacement (Papamichos 1994).  
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Chapter 5  

Damage Model of Surface Instability 

5.1 Introduction 

Continuum damage modeling has been shown to be effective in describing the 

effects of distributed damage, which involves degradation of material stiffness, initiation, 

growth and coalescence of microcracks, as well as the damage-induced anisotropy (c.f. 

Kachanov 1982, 1986, 1993; Krajcinovic 1983, 1989; Lemaitre 1985; Ortiz 1985; Ju 

1989).  A damage parameter can be defined to represent defects (e.g. microcracks) and 

their distribution. The damage parameter works as an internal variable, like strain and 

stress in classical elasticity, and its evolution may be specified by independent kinetic 

equations.  

In a continuum damage model (CDM), the choice of an internal damage variable is 

not fixed, and it depends on the material and the user requirements. In the case of 

isotropic damage such as randomly orientated microcracks, a single scalar parameter 

represents the state of damage.  The scalar parameter could be the effective area for stress 

transfer (Lemaitre 1985) or the crack density  (Sumarac and Krajcinovic 1987): 

 
3
2

1

1 N

i
i

A
V




     (5.1) 
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where Ai is the size of microcrack; N is the total number of microcracks; V is the total 

volume of the material. In addition, for materials containing spherical voids, the void 

density (porosity) may be suitable for the damage variable (Cowin and Nunziato 1983). 

Indeed, the damage field is seldom isotropic, especially when the damage level 

grows preferentially (e.g. uniaxial compression test). A tensorial parameter may be 

introduced to consider the distribution of microcracks, including sizes and orientations 

(c.f. Krajcinovic and Fonseka 1983; Costin 1983). For instance, Kachanov (1980) used a 

second order tensor as a damage variable: 

    1
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i A
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V




    (5.2) 

where  kn is the normal to the kth crack surface. This parameter was adopted by several 

researchers with slightly different form, and can reduce to an isotropic tensor if the cracks 

are randomly distributed, with the trace being the crack density. In the most general case, 

damage can induce complete anisotropy that makes a fourth order tensor the most 

comprehensive damage parameter. However, such pursuits are often impractical due to 

the effort involved in computational and experimental work. 

In contrast to CDM, a micromechanical approach postulates defects distributed in a 

domain and then analysis is performed to quantify the effects of these defects. 

Propagation of defects may be considered using fracture properties such as fracture 

toughness or fracture energy (Costin 1985; Kemeny and Tang 1990). Since the defects 

are microscopic, homogenization or averaging performed over a representative volume 

element (RVE) is required to obtain the material’s macroscopic response. However, 
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considerable effort may be required to continuously track each defect. In this study,  

CDM will be applied to the surface instability tests. 

5.2 Damage Model 

A phenomenological model for the surface instability test is proposed to investigate 

the damage evolution. It is assumed that the major compressive stress is controlled by the 

evolution of damage associated with opening of microcracks. Using the sign convention 

of compression positive, a uniaxial continuum damage model can be written as 

(Vardoulakis and Papamichos 2000): 

  ,f      (5.3) 

where  and  are axial stress and strain (compressive), respectively;  is Kachanov’s 

continuity function working as an internal variable, ranging from 0 to 1, where = 1 

means that the material has no damage. Note that “damage” is defined as the 

complementary part of the continuity : 

 1 D   ,  0 1D   (5.4) 

From the results obtained with the surface instability apparatus, it is suggested that 

the mean axial stress   across the contact area can be treated as acting on a composite 

material with two phases that are linked in parallel and experience the same strain; the 

sum of two partial stresses yields the total stress: 

 (1) (2)     (5.5) 
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Note that the symbol  stands for the mean value of the bracketed parameter. The 

stresses in the two rock phases are 

 (1) 1.5A       (5.6) 

 (2) 3B     (5.7) 

 1.51 m     (5.8) 

The exponent of 1.5 is selected based on Hertzian theory for grain-to-grain contact 

(Vardoulakis and Papamichos 2000). Eq. (5.6) depicts the first rock phase that features a 

nonlinear elastic stress-strain relation and this phase does not experience damage. Eq. 

(5.7) represents the stress in the second rock phase, the damaged component, which 

captures the damage process and its performance follows a nonlinear irreversible damage 

law, as described by the continuity function in Eq. (5.8) representing the state of the 

second rock phase. The damage only evolves during loading (increasing strain) and is 

irreversible. The average level of damage can be defined as 

 1D      (5.9) 

5.3 Analysis of Experiments  

The damage evolution model was applied to the results of the surface instability tests. 

A curve fitting was performed using Eq. (5.5)(5.8) in order to obtain the parameters A, 

B, and m. Parameter A in the component (1)  in Eq. (5.6) captures the initial response 

of the material, while B and m are related to the damage-evolving component (2)  in 
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Eq. (5.7) and (5.8) that captures most of the nonlinear behavior as a result of damage. 

Figure 5.1 presents two examples of the fitted data for tests SIBS12 and SISS06. The first 

phase, intact rock, showed slight nonlinearity, while the second phase of damaged rock 

hardened at the beginning and then softened at rather large strain levels. An extra 

unloading path was added to the fitted curve to reveal the performance of the model, 

where damage does not evolve upon unloading. The results appear to be reasonable at the 

first glance, but two concepts need to be re-examined. 

The first concept is that the damage model assumes that the continuity degradation 

due to damage (microcracking) starts at the beginning of the test (i.e. zero loading). Such 

an assumption is questionable, as indicated by the AE records. Figure 5.2 shows that no 

significant AE events were recorded until the loading ratio reached 3040%, and this 

observation was also reported with different types of tests on rock (e.g. Maji and Shah 

1987;  Shah and Labuz 1995; Carvalho and Labuz 2002). In this study, it is desirable to 

set the continuity   to start evolving after reaching a certain level of axial strain i  

since axial strain is the driving parameter in the damage model. 
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Figure 5.1: Fitted stress-strain curve for test (a) SIBS12 and (b) SISS06 using the 

damage evolution model. 
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Figure 5.2: Axial stress-strain curve and AE history of SIBS12. No microcracks are 

generated until i  (approximately at 30% LR). 

 

The second concept to be re-examined is the undamaged phase of rock (1) being 

proportional to 1.5  based on a Hertzian grain-to-grain contact law. In Figure 5.1b, the 

undamaged phase in test SISS06 is required to be dominant to obtain the best fit. This 

forces the second phase (2) to degrade rapidly to a small value so as to capture the 

strain-weakening behavior, which implies that   is almost zero (i.e. fully damaged 

second phase, 1D  ) at the end of the surface instability test. This level of damage is 

unlikely because a fully damaged second phase (2)  implies that the inner portion of 

the specimen will reach the same level of damage as the material near the free face, 
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which is not observed. In addition, the unloading curve needs to closely follow the 

undamaged phase, with a relatively low unloading slope on the stress-strain curve. It is 

observed in test SIBS12 (Figure 5.1a) that the modeled unloading curve still deviates 

from the test data, even with an equal share of stresses between the two phases.  

Therefore, a modified version of the two-phase rock model with damage evolution is 

proposed. The first difference lies in the damage initiation strain i , such that the 

continuity  does not degrade until the applied axial strain exceeds i . The original 

continuity function in Eq. (5.8) can be written as   

 
1.5

1

1 dm

 

  
     

0

0

d

d

when

when








 (5.10) 

where  d i     (5.11) 

The variable d  is called the damage evolution strain. Note that the continuity 1   

when 0d i     , and both rock phases remain undamaged. Based on AE data, it is 

suggested that the value of i  be determined at 30% LR. The modified damage evolution 

law now has a damage initiation “switch.” Figure 5.3 presents the updated average axial 

stress-strain behavior using Eq. (5.10) and (5.11). The loading part of the modeled curve 

provides a good match with test data for both tests, with a slightly better match along the 

unloading curve compared to the original model.  
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Figure 5.3: Fitted stress-strain curve for test (a) SIBS12 and (b) SISS06 using the 

damage evolution model. Continuity   starts to degrade after reaching the strain 

threshold i  at 30% LR.  
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Secondly, since the damage-evolving rock phase (2)  also accounts for the 

nonlinear effect using the term 3  in Eq. (5.7), the intact rock phase can be relieved from 

the exponent of 1.5. Therefore, it is proposed that the stress in the intact phase be linearly 

proportional to axial strain: 

 (1) A   (5.12) 

Figure 5.4 shows the model fitted curve by using Eq. (5.7), (5.10) and (5.12). The 

intact phase (1)  becomes less dominant in load-carrying capacity, and the fitted stress 

  provides an overall good match, especially improved during the unloading portion 

close to peak stress. In some tests, the linearly elastic intact phase even provides an 

improvement of the fitted stress-strain curve for the initial portion of the test data. 

Continuity evolution histories corresponding to Figures 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 are 

presented in Figure 5.5. It is shown that   has a higher level (less damage) at peak 

stress with the modified model, which is more reasonable especially for the specimen that 

starts showing strain-softening behavior.  

The fitted parameters of A, B, and m are summarized in Table 5.1. As expected, the 

parameters A and B, controlling the intact and damaged rock phases respectively, are both 

higher for the Serena sandstone specimens due to the higher strength and modulus 

compared to the Berea sandstone specimens. The only exception is the thermal-treated 

SISS06 specimen possessing lower A, B because of increased initial damage from 

treatment at an elevated temperature of 600oC. The parameter m contributes to the shape 

of the curve close to peak, determining the change and reversal of the curvature.  
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Table 5.1: Fitted parameters of the damage model 

Test A (GPa) B (103 GPa) m 

SIBS10 1.4 680 3650 
SIBS12 2.0 560 3300 
SIBS14 1.9 1010 4220 
SISS05 8.2 1500 3950 

SISS06* 6.8 375 2050 
SISS08 15.0 1300 3800 

* 600oC thermal-treated  
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Figure 5.4: Fitted stress-strain curve for test (a) SIBS12 and (b) SISS06 using the 

modified damage diffusion model. Continuity   starts to degrade after the strain 

threshold i at 30% LR, with the undamaged component (1)  being linearly elastic. 
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Figure 5.5: Modeled continuity   change using different damage diffusion model 

for (a) SIBS12; (b) SISS06. 
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5.4 Evaluating the Damage Parameter 

In general, no well established experimental methods exist for measuring damage 

parameters, since they are not standardized. The easiest approach is to evaluate material 

compliance through the measurements of force and displacement (or stress and strain). A 

large portion of existing literature deals with the estimate of effective properties for a 

body with a know distribution of microdefects. In addition, a typical CDM uses damage 

parameters to describe an RVE, in which anisotropy is allowed but a “distribution” of 

damage is restricted. However, both are not the case in this study since no distribution of 

microcracks is given and the damage model used in this study features one scalar damage 

parameter representing the average damage in a specimen. 

An approach using inelastic strain to evaluate the damage parameter is proposed. 

Neville (1963) stated that it is the limiting tensile strain rather than a limiting stress that 

determines the strength of concrete. Fonseka and Krajcinovic (1981) selected elastic 

strain as a state variable in their CDM analysis. With the displacement measurements 

from DIC, a strain field can provide an accurate evaluation of inelastic behavior 

associated with damage instead of using measurements at the specimen boundaries.  

Figure 5.6a shows a sample contour of the total lateral strain field (LR = 90%, 

SIBS10). By taking an average along the y-direction, for example, along x = 100 mm 

(black dashed line in Figure 5.6a), an average value is obtained (blue circle marked in 

Figure 5.6b): 

 
.

( ) ( , )l xx y const
x x y 


  (5.13) 

A profile of l  in the x-direction is generated by repeating this process (Figure 5.6b). 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Total lateral strain contour (compression positive) at LR=90% for 

SIBS10; (b) the corresponding l  profile in the x-direction (averaged along y-direction). 
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Figure 5.7: History of total lateral strain l  profile in SIBS10. 

 
 
Thus, a series of l  profiles are obtained at different LR, showing the history of evolving 

lateral strain (Figure 5.7). Note that the lateral strain was tensile. 

If the rock behaved elastically without damage, the l  profile would remain uniform 

as axial loading is applied. It is clear that the distribution of l  is not uniform, where the 

inner part of specimen (e.g. x < 85 mm) displayed a lower level of lateral strain (less 

damage) than the material close to the free surface; as LR increased, damage develops 

near the free surface. In fact, a higher level of lateral strain closer to the free surface starts 

to appear as early as 30% LR, which matches well with the AE data, where microseismic 

activity was detected at similar levels of loading. 

LR=90% 

LR=70% 

LR=50% 

LR=30% 

LR=80% 

LR=10% 
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Note that total lateral strain contains both elastic and inelastic parts, as depicted in 

Figure 5.8. According to CDM, the degradation of material integrity reduces the stiffness 

of the body. Thus, a nonlinear stress-strain behavior is associated with damage of the 

rock, and the observation of a non-uniform strain distribution is assumed to be due to 

inelastic strain related to the damage. The elastic lateral strain, 
l

e , can be estimated using 

the total lateral strain averaged from the inner part (x < 85 mm) of the specimen by fitting 

a linear trend-line during initial loading (Figure 5.9). Material within the inner part has 

minimal effects from the free face; the elastic lateral strain at higher LR is estimated by 

extrapolation of this trend-line. Once 
l

e is determined for different LR, the inelastic part 

of the total lateral strain 
l

inelastic  is computed by subtracting 
l

e from the l  profile; the 

result is shown in Figure 5.10.  The inelastic lateral  strain  profile  is  then  averaged;  the  
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of elastic and inelastic total lateral strain at 90% LR. 
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Figure 5.9: Determination of elastic lateral strain (black line) using the lateral strain 

xx  within the inner portion (x < 85 mm) of the specimen. 
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of inelastic lateral strain 

l

inelastic  of SIBS10 at LR = 90%, with 

inelastic
l representing the average of the profile. 
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average inelastic lateral strain inelastic
l  is used to represent the current state of damage and 

it is linked to the damage parameter for each LR. 

To compute the average damage D , inelastic
l  is normalized with a quantity called 

the damage saturation strain D :  

 
inelastic

l
D

D



  (5.14) 

The damage saturation strain D is determined by matching the damage level D  from 

Eq. (5.14) to the average damage 1D     computed from the modified damage 

evolution model using Eq. (5.5), (5.7), (5.9)(5.12), when a fracture was visible  (spalling  

took  place).  Note that the process of using DIC images to calculate inelastic lateral 

strain was selected to stop at the occurrence of one or more visible fractures propagating 

into the field of view, i.e. surface instability in the form of spalling was observed in the 

imaging system. The corresponding LR was 9095%. For example, consider test SIBS10: 

the average inelastic lateral strain inelastic
l  = -1.97×10-3; to match the modeled damage 

level of 0.30 at the onset of spalling, the damage saturation strain D = -6.8×10-3.      

Table 5.2 summarizes the results of inelastic
l , the corresponding damage level, and D for 

four tests, and  Figure 5.11 presents the history of damage evolution. 

It is interesting to note that when spalling was observed, the average inelastic lateral 

strain inelastic
l was -2.0×10-3 (SIBS10), -1.9×10-3 (SIBS12), -1.8×10-3 (SISS05), and          

-4.4×10-3 (SISS06). Thus, for the two Berea specimens and the virgin Serena specimen, 

these values are fairly close. This implies that a critical value of the inelastic lateral strain 
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for spalling inelastic
lcr = -2×10-3 may serve as an index for surface instability phenomenon in 

these two (virgin) sandstones. However, more tests are needed to confirm this 

observation. 

It should be emphasized that the damage (or continuity) parameter in the model is a 

qualitative measure of the specimen’s current state in relation to its initial one, which is 

assumed to have zero initial damage, i.e. 1  . Two specimens of Serena sandstone 

possessed very different levels of initial damage, as SISS06 was heated to 600oC. 

Description of the thermal treatment can be found in Biolzi et al. (2011). The purpose of 

the thermal treatment is to induce microcracking in the quartz-rich rock in the absence of 

mechanical loading. This is achieved by heating the material to reach the - phase 

transition of quartz at 573oC, which creates significant microcracking due to an increase 

in volume. Biolzi et al. (2011) reported that Young’s modulus estimated from beam tests 

degraded from 12.7 GPa (virgin material) to 8.2 GPa (600oC treated). The degradation is 

accompanied by an increase in pre-peak nonlinearity as a consequence of thermally 

induced microcracking.  

 
 

Table 5.2: Summary of D , D and  inelastic
l for different tests. 

Test number 1D     D 
inelastic

l  

SIBS10 0.30 -6.8×10-3 -2.0×10-3 

SIBS12 0.37 -5.1×10-3 -1.9×10-3 

SISS05 0.40 -4.5×10-3 -1.8×10-3 

SISS06 0.50 -9.0×10-3 -4.4×10-3 
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Figure 5.11: Average damage evaluated for (a) SIBS10 (D = -6.8×10-3 ) ; (b) SIBS12 

(D = -5.1×10-3 ); (c) SISS05 (D = -4.5×10-3); (d) SISS06 (D = -9.0×10-3). 
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As reported in Table 5.2, when surface instability occurred, the critical inelastic 

lateral strain inelastic
lcr  was -1.8×10-3 for the virgin material and -4.4×10-3 for the 600oC 

treated rock. The thermal-treated specimen exhibited a twice-larger level of lateral 

inelastic strain prior to spalling, a direct result of the increase in initial damage. 
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Chapter 6  

Concluding Remarks 

This chapter summarizes the results from the experimental work and highlights the 

features of surface instability in view of a continuum damage model. Modern techniques 

of acoustic emission (AE) and digital image correlation (DIC) were used to monitor and 

record the history of damage during the occurrence of surface spalling, which is a 

predominantly a two-dimensional planar fracture. The patented surface instability 

apparatus was used to replicate the plane-state of strain near the free surface in a semi-

infinite medium subject to far-field compressive stress. The control of the spalling 

process is achieved through the use of lateral displacement as the feedback signal in the 

closed-loop, servo-hydraulic load frame; lateral as opposed to axial deformation is a 

monotonically increasing quantity throughout the spalling process. Surface instability 

tests were successfully performed using specimens of Serena sandstone and Berea 

sandstone. 

Failure in a quasi-brittle material such as rock involves microcracking, where elastic 

waves called acoustic emission (AE) are emitted. AE rates increased with loading before 

peak stress, and gradually decreased in the post-peak phase with increasing lateral 

displacement (or decreasing load).   Comparing the AE locations to the crack trajectory 

mapped after the test showed a consistent pattern with the crack orientation. However, 

AE locations at different loading stages revealed scattered, not highly clustered patterns. 
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Nevertheless, the AE locations at different stages imply some level of damage evolution, 

migrating from the free face into the interior part of the specimen. 

Two types of clustering analysis, spatial clustering through the fractal dimension and 

hierarchical clustering through a dendrogram construction, were performed to analyze 

AE locations. The fractal dimension (FD) provides a quantitative measure of localization 

of data points, where FD = 2.0 represents a planar distribution of samples. Results 

showed an increasing FD as the damage level developed. The fractal dimension was close 

to 2.0 at lower load ratios, but then increased to a value of 2.42.5 in the post-peak stage. 

This trend is different from the observation of shear banding in a biaxial test, where the 

FD starts at a value near three before peak and drops in the post-peak region to a value 

near two. This reveals that the damage in the surface instability test clearly possesses a 

different feature from the damage localization of a shear band. Thus, microcracking in 

the surface instability tests featured a lower level of concentration, and as the damage 

evolved inward, AE was distributed within a larger domain implying an inherently 

scattered process. 

The purpose of hierarchical clustering was to enhance the accuracy of detecting time 

of arrival by finding groups of AE events with similar features in waveforms. The 

grouped AE events called super AE, possess higher signal-to-noise ratios resulting in 

more reliable locations due to the increased accuracy of P-wave arrivals. Locations of 

super AE did not indicate a clear localization as seen in three-point-bend fracture tests, in 

which super AE matched nicely with the observed propagation of fracture. In addition, 

the clustered events account for less than 20% of the total events. This implies the source 

locations of damage (microcracks) in the surface instability problem features a much 
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scattered, widespread spatial distribution, rather than forming a single dominant, highly 

localized fracture. 

DIC is a modern technique of pattern matching that computes the displacement field 

between the reference and current images taken from a solid surface before and after 

deformation. In this study, displacement fields computed by DIC were through the 

comparison of two digital sub-images (subsets) with a unique white-light speckle pattern. 

The pattern matching uses a cross-correlation algorithm with a fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) method. With the current setup of DIC, surface displacements on the micron scale 

can be traced. Filtering (smoothing) is highly recommended to pre-condition the raw 

output from DIC, in order to reduce the system noise and remove wild displacement 

vectors from poorly-correlated subsets. 

The axial and lateral displacement fields suggested that the displacement gradient is 

uniform in both directions at early loading, roughly below a load ratio (LR) of 30%. At 

7080% LR, the free-face effect starts to show on the displacement contours, especially 

on the lateral displacement measurements. On average, the zone of the free-face effect, 

based on DIC information, is about 20 mm from the free face at this LR. As the axial 

stress increased close to peak stress, higher levels of lateral strains were developed, and 

lateral stress started to show concentration when localized damage (microcracks) occurs. 

A band of 5  10 mm in width was observed to promote damage to further localize and 

propagate through. 

A continuum damage mechanics model was used to describe the damage progression 

in surface instability test. The macroscale (average) axial stress-strain relation can be 

modeled by two phases of material linked in parallel, similar to a composite material 
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model. The continuity   serves as a state variable representing the evolution of 

damage. The average axial stress-strain behavior is firstly fitted by the composite model 

to obtain the parameters A, B and m, where A and B are affected by the stiffness of the 

modeled material and m governs the change of curvature for the fitted curve. 

To quantify the damage variable, the inelastic total lateral strain inelastic
l computed 

from DIC information is selected as the reference of damage. By normalizing to a 

damage saturation strain D , the history of damage can be traced and compared with the 

modeled value. The damage levels at the occurrence of surface instability were: 0.30 and 

0.37 for the two Berea sandstone specimens; 0.40 and 0.50 for the virgin and thermal-

treated Serena sandstone samples, respectively. The critical value of inelastic total lateral 

strain inelastic
lcr  was selected at the moment of surface instability being captured by the 

digital imaging system. The Berea sandstone shows consistent values between the two 

experiments (-1.97×10-3 for SIBS10 and -1.91×10-3 for SIBS12). This value might 

provide an indicative metric for determining the moment of surface instability. 
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Appendix A 

Displacement Field from DIC in SI Tests 

Contours of incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields 

calculated by DIC in multiple SI tests (SIBS11, SIBS12, SISS05, SISS06) are presented 

in appendix A. Data in test SIBS10 was presented in Chapter 4. 
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(a) LR = 3040% 

 
 
(b) LR = 4050% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.1: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS11 at LR: (a) 3040%; (b) 4050%. 
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(a) LR = 5060% 

 
 
(b) LR = 6070% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.2: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS11 at LR: (a) 5060%; (b) 6070%. 
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(a) LR = 7080% 

 
 
(b) LR = 8090% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.3: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS11 at LR: (a) 7080%; (b) 8090%. 
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(a) LR = 9095% 

 
 
(b) LR = 9598% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.4: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS11 at LR: (a) 9095%; (b) 9598%. 
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(a) LR = 9899% 

  
 
(b) LR = 99100% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.5: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS11 at LR: (a) 9899%; (b) 99100%. 
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(a) LR = 3040% 

 
(b) LR = 4050% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.6: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS12 at LR: (a) 3040%; (b) 4050%. 
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(a) LR = 5060% 

 
(b) LR = 6070% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.7: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS12 at LR: (a) 5060%; (b) 6070%. 
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(a) LR = 7080% 

 
(b) LR = 8090% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.8: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS12 at LR: (a) 7080%; (b) 8090%. 
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(a) LR = 9095% 

 
(b) LR = 9598% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.9: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS12 at LR: (a) 9095%; (b) 9598%. 
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(a) LR = 9899% 

(b) LR = 99100% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.10: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SIBS12 at LR: (a) 9899%; (b) 99100%. 
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(a) LR = 3040% 

 
(b) LR = 4050% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.11: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS05 at LR: (a) 3040%; (b) 4050%. 
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(a) LR = 5060% 

 
(b) LR = 6070% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.12: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS05 at LR: (a) 5060%; (b) 6070%. 
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(a) LR = 7080% 

 
(b) LR = 8090% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.13: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS05 at LR: (a) 7080%; (b) 8090%. 
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(a) LR = 9095% 

 
(b) LR = 9598% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.14: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS05 at LR: (a) 9095%; (b) 9598%. 
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(a) LR = 9899% 

 
(b) LR = 99100% 

  
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.15: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS05 at LR: (a) 9899%; (b) 99100%. 
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(a) LR = 3040% 

 
(b) LR = 4050% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.16: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS06 at LR: (a) 3040%; (b) 4050%. 
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(a) LR = 5060% 

 
(b) LR = 6070% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.17: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS06 at LR: (a) 5060%; (b) 6070%. 
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(a) LR = 7080% 

 
(b) LR = 8090% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.18: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS06 at LR: (a) 7080%; (b) 8090%. 
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(a) LR = 9095% 

 
(b) LR = 9597% 

 
                            Horizontal                                                         Vertical 
 
Figure A.19: Incremental horizontal (u) and vertical (v) displacement fields for test 

SISS06 at LR: (a) 9095%; (b) 9597%. 
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